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Abstract

Active Browsing is a technique whereby a learning apprentice assists a designer in locating software artifacts in reusable software libraries by inferring the user's search goal from the user's normal browsing actions. The aim of this research is to improve the response time and success rate of Active Browsing. Two methods are proposed for this. The Negative Inference method improves the success rate of active browsing by producing a more accurate representation of the user's goal. The Selective Search method improves the response time of the learning apprentice by limiting the system's evaluation of the library to a fraction of the library.

The Negative Inference method adds finer-grained features to the system's internal representation of the user's goal and rules for negative inference (i.e. inferring features that the user is not interested in). The Selective Search method defines a technique for partitioning the library and a strategy, called a migration policy, which determine which items to evaluate.

An implementation of both methods, based around a browser used to explore object oriented code, is described. This implementation is used to validate experimentally both methods. With Negative Inference the active browser's success rate is twice that of the normal active browser, and it ranks the search goal much more accurately at all stages of the search. With selective search, the active browser achieves similar success rate while only evaluating a quarter of the library.
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Chapter 1

1. Introduction

[Drummond, 92] describes Active Browsing as a technique in which a learning agent assists a designer in locating software artifacts in reusable software libraries. In an active browser the browsing system plays a more active role. The active browser suggests to the designer items it estimates to be close to the target of the search, the designer’s "search target".

The aim of this research is to improve the response time and success rate of Active Browsing. The response time is improved by the Selective Search method in which the active browser is constrained to evaluate only a fraction of the library in order to suggest items relevant to the search target. The advantage of Selective search is to reduce the time taken by the system to update its suggestions when new user actions are observed. The active browser’s response time naturally decreases with increasing size of the library as the system evaluates more items. The improved response time would make active browsing more feasible in very large libraries. Selective search achieves this with little impact on the success rate of the inference system.

The success rate, defined as the number of times the active browser infers the search target before the user finds it, is improved by the "Negative Inference" method. The main advantage of our Negative Inference method is that our system generates a more accurate representation of the search target than in [Drummond, 92]. This added benefit is achieved at no additional cost to the user since there is no change in the active browser interface. The user can interact with our system and accept the system's advice or not. With this non-intrusive property any slight improvement is valuable since no inherent cost is involved.

The principles of Negative Inference and Selective Search are implemented and tested in the context of a Software Reuse system. More specifically the Smalltalk Object library serves as the reusable software library.
1.1 Software Reuse

Software reuse can be defined as the process of constructing new software systems by using existing software artifacts. It is widely accepted that software reuse is a most promising technology for improving software quality and productivity [Biggerstaff and Richter, 87]. Software reuse, if done well, can simultaneously offer improved time to market, increased software quality, and reduced costs of development and maintenance. Software reuse is not limited to code only. [Krueger, 92] surveyed a diversity of techniques related to reusing artifacts, including design structures, module level implementation structures, specifications, documents and so on.

The promise of software reuse has led to the creation of large software libraries. Object-oriented languages and OO libraries, for example, have been an important step on the way to reusability. In OO programming, systems are built using a bottom-up development of new objects which utilize an existing class library.

The reuse activity is usually seen as a three step process: searching, understanding and adapting [Biggerstaff and Richter, 87]. The availability of reusable libraries does not guarantee successful reuse. Component retrieval is at the core of object-oriented programming [Freeman, 83; Frakes and Nejmeh, 87]. The task of finding the right classes is aided by the help of software code browsers.

1.2 The Problem of Locating Software Components

Locating software items is difficult when searching in large, complex and continuously growing libraries. Several factors can influence how successful a user might be at locating a potentially interesting component. One obvious factor is the familiarity and size of the library. The success of reuse systems as a development tool is thwarted by an inherent conflict: to be useful, reuse systems must provide many software components, but when many components are available, finding and choosing an appropriate one becomes a difficult problem. The large number and diversity of objects increases the chance that an object related to a problem task exists. However, finding such an object among many is
difficult. Another factor that applies to both experts and novices is the degree to which they can specify the characteristics of the desired component.

Browsing is a natural and effective process for locating items in libraries when the user cannot clearly define the characteristics of the desired component. The ability of users to recognize what is required over the ability to describe it makes browsing a suitable form of dialogue for locating components in reuse systems. Also the ability to evaluate the displayed items at a glance [Bates, 86] allows the user to search through large amount of material rapidly.

1.3 Active Browsing

Active Browsing aims to improve the normal browsing process. An active browser is a learning apprentice defined by [Mitchell et al., 85] as a “class of interactive knowledge-based consultants that directly assimilate new knowledge by observing and analyzing the problem-solving steps contributed by their users through their normal use of the system” (p. 573). In contrast to most learning apprentices where the system requires user’s feedback to correct its inference, active browsing is entirely unobtrusive: it infers the user’s search target from the user’s normal browsing actions, without requiring any feedback from the user.

The active browser consists of two main parts, an inference system and a template matcher. The “analogue” is defined as the active browsing system’s internal representation of the user search target. It consists of a weighted set of “features” of a library item such as class item names and method item names (for an object-oriented software library). The inference system infers the analogue from the user’s browsing actions. The “template” is used to measure the relevance of an item to the analogue. The template matcher computes the degree of match between a given template and a class in the library. At each update of the analogue, the template matcher evaluates all classes in the library against the template generated. The highest scoring items are then displayed to the user in a special window called the “suggestion box”.

Active browsing maintains the advantages of normal browsing by allowing the user to search in the usual way. It supplements the normal browser by assisting the user in
his/her search. In the experiments in [Drummond, 92] 40% of the time active browser inferred the goal before it was found by the user.

1.4 Improving active browsing

We identify two ways of improving active browsing. First, we improve the inference system by adding a new type of inference rules and by adding finer granularity to the analogue. Second, we improve the speed of evaluating all library items on the template. This is especially critical in large libraries. We introduce two novel methods to achieve these objectives, the method of negative inference, and the selective search method.

1.4.1 Method of negative inference

To improve the active browser’s inference we introduce the method of “Negative Inference”. This method consists of two improvements to the active browsing system: the use of finer grained features in the analogue, and the addition of “negative” inference rules, which draw conclusions of the form “the user is not interested in X”.

The granularity of the analogue is the level of detail of the target that the features describe. We increase the granularity of the analogue by adding more detailed features. This is achieved by extracting sub-words of method names, since method names consist very often of several words concatenated together. These words are called subterms. For example, in method “at:put:” the subterms are “at:” and “put:”.

We define positive features to be ones that the user is interested in and negative features to be ones that the user is not interested in. We introduce negative inference rules to infer negative features.

Our method combines inferring both negative features and subterms, and consequent refining of the analogue. Positive features of the analogue are pruned using the analogue’s negative features. The resulting analogue is more detailed and accurate than in [Drummond, 92] which infers only positive features. Furthermore, inference of the “extra” information is obtained from the same set of browsing actions available to the user, and
1.4.2 Selective search method

During the browsing session, after each browsing action the active browsing system updates both the analogue and the template. A complete update involves computing the scores of all items in the library on the new template terms; this process is called the "matching process." In the "selective search" method only a fraction of the library is selected for the matching process.

The purpose of updating every library item's score at every iteration is to find the ten best items that match the user's search target, as represented by the analogue/template. The selective search method achieves this by evaluating only a subset of all items in the library. Each item score consists of an "exact score" and a "delayed" component: the "exact" score is the score on template terms on which the item was evaluated, and the "delayed" component is an upper bound for the item's "potential score" on all unevaluated template terms. At each iteration, items are selected for evaluation based on both their "exact score" and their "delayed score." The updated items are ranked according to both exact and delayed score, and presented to the user in the suggestion box. Selective search speeds up the matching process while maintaining reasonable inference performance.

1.5 Summary of Results

For this thesis, a new active browser was built that incorporated many features of the original active browser [Drummond, 92] which we refer to as the *Base active browser*. The original intent of the work was to design a "generic" active browsing system, in which the library can be described as a graph and searched using the Guidar [Duchier, 93b] search language. The new active browser is written in Common Lisp and uses the Smalltalk object oriented library as the reusable software repository.

Empirical results showed that *Base active browser*, a reimplementation of Active Browsing, succeeded 23.4% of the time whereas in [Drummond, 92] the active browser
had a success rate of 40%. The difference in inference performance can be attributed to the different application library and the differences in the active browser implementation.

The methods developed in this thesis were implemented in a negative active browser and a selective active browser. The negative active browser added negative inference to the Base active browser while the selective active browser added selective search to the negative active browser. Our approach to improving active browsing was then validated by measuring experimentally the performance of each active browsing system. However, the objective of the experiments with each system is different. With the negative active browser, the objective is to measure the performance gained by negative inference, i.e. how much faster is the new active browser at finding the search target than without negative inference. On the other hand, with selective search we measure the loss in performance when the degree of selectivity (i.e. the percentage of the library not included in the search) is increased.

We follow the same empirical method as in [Drummond, 92]. The preferred method of evaluating interactive systems such as an active browser is to test the system’s inference in a browsing session involving a human searcher. The number of times it finds the user search target before the human user is a good metric of the inference performance of the active browser. A practical alternative is to use an automated agent instead. This ensures repeatability of the experiments and consistency of the agent’s search. However, this is only an approximation of the performance of active browsing in real world usage since real world usage can be difficult to simulate for reasons such as the variability in human users.

Results obtained show dramatic improvements in performance. With negative inference, on average, the active browser succeeded 52.6% of the time, which represents a more than double increase from 23.4% for the Base active browser. Results obtained for selective search were similarly positive, and clearly show that selective search is a definite improvement over active browsing. When evaluating only 28% of the library the selective active browser inference performance equals that of negative active browser. When a mere 10% of the library is evaluated the search performance was similar to the Base active browser.
1.6 Contributions

1. A method of “negative inference” has been devised to improve the inference effectiveness of Base active browsing while maintaining the non-intrusiveness property. Two improvements were made to the active browsing paradigm by:
   - the use of finer-grained features in the analogue.
   - the addition of negative inference rules.

2. A novel method, called “selective search” has been developed, whereby only a fraction of the library is evaluated in order to update the suggestion box. This method includes:
   - a method for partitioning the library into partially evaluated sets of items.
   - a strategy, called a migration policy, which answers for each partially evaluated set the following two questions: “How many items from this set should be evaluated?” and “Which items in this set should be evaluated?”.

3. An active browsing system has been developed in LISP for the Objectworks™ Smalltalk object oriented code library. Both selective search and negative inference methods were implemented in this browser. An architecture is developed to decouple the library from the active browser and includes a system for accessing nodes as an implicit graph. The architecture includes:
   - a rule based inference system using OPS5 [Brownston et al., 85 ],
   - a browser user interface using the Garnet library [Myers, 90],
   - the use of Guidar [Duchier, 93a] a general graph search language.

4. Empirical results were obtained to study and demonstrate the effectiveness of the above methods.

1.7 Organization

In Chapter 2, the general method of active browsing is presented. The discussion centers around a re-implementation of the technique originally developed in [Drummond, 92]. Chapter 3 presents the empirical method of evaluating the performance of the active browsing system. It also presents a discussion on the issue of comparing active browsers and presents various metrics to help measure and compare the inference performance of
active browsers. Chapter 4 presents the method of negative inference and its application to the active browsing method. Empirical results are presented and the method of negative inference is compared to Base active browsing. Chapter 5 presents the general method of selective search and the particular algorithm implemented in the active browser. Chapter 6 presents the results of the empirical validation of the selective search method. In Chapter 7, a broad overview of related work is presented. Finally Chapter 8 concludes and discusses limitations of the present system and ways to overcome them.
Chapter 2

2. Active Browser

This thesis is based on the active browsing method. The work in this thesis involved a reimplemention of the original active browsing system, with some variations. Section 2.1 presents active browsing as introduced by [Drummond, 92]. Section 2.2 presents the graph view of the library upon which search is accomplished. The inference system, which is at the heart of the active browser, is presented in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 presents the template and the process of matching. Finally we present an example of a successful active browsing search in Section 2.5.

2.1 Active Browsing Model

In the normal browsing process, the user interacts with the library through a browser. The left-hand side of Figure 2-1 illustrates the process of browsing. The user's goal is to find the library item that best matches his search target. Browser actions return
library items that are displayed in the browser, which are then compared by the user to his requirements, the search target. This process is repeated until the user is satisfied that the displayed item satisfies his requirements.

Active browsing adds a secondary loop to the normal browsing process. The active browser monitors the user's browsing actions and suggests interesting classes to the user. From the sequence of user actions, the active browser infers an “analogue” representing what it believes to be the user's search target. The analogue is converted into a “template”, which is used to measure the relevance of a library item to the user. The template is matched against each item in the library, and the items sorted according to their relevance and displayed to the user in a special window (the “suggestion box”).

2.2 Graph view of a library

In the active browsing paradigm, the library is viewed as a graph, where nodes represent library items, and graph links represent the relationships between library items.

2.2.1 Object Oriented library

The searchable library used in this thesis is a commercially available Object Oriented Software library, more specifically the ObjectWorks™ Smalltalk library. An object oriented library consists mainly of classes, each of which is a collection of private data and public operations. In general, a class has associated with it:

- a set of variables that contain the data for the object.
- A set of messages to which the object responds. These messages are the operations that can be performed on the object.
- A method which is a body of code implementing each message.
There are a number of intrinsic relationships between class items in the library. The most important in object oriented programming is the ISA or inheritance hierarchy. Figure 2-2 shows a portion of the Smalltalk hierarchy. Each class is a specialization of another, called its parent or superclass. The only exception is the root of the inheritance tree, here class \textit{Object}. Each class inherits all the methods and instance or class variables from its parent and by transitivity all its ancestor classes.

![Smalltalk Inheritance Hierarchy](image)

\textbf{Figure 2-2 Partial Smalltalk inheritance hierarchy}

The browsable library is represented internally as an annotated graph. Each class is mapped to a frame-like class node (as in Figure 2-3), where each field represent either a class relationship or a feature of that class. Class features include the class name, instance variables, and class variables. Each class node also contains a set of subnodes where each subnode represents a method the class implements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Node</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>name</td>
<td>name of the class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instVars</td>
<td>list of instance variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>classVars</td>
<td>list of class variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>instance method</td>
<td>list of implemented instance methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class method</td>
<td>list of implemented class methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>superclass</td>
<td>list of superclasses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>subclass</td>
<td>list of subclasses</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textbf{Figure 2-3 Class node schema}
Figure 2-4 shows the graph representation of a subset of the class hierarchy displayed in Figure 2-2. The ISA links represent the node links, i.e. the superclass and subclass relationships between class nodes. The instanceMethod feature of the Collection class node points to the list of implemented methods, each being represented internally as a method node.

Search through the graph library, triggered by either a browser or active browser query, follows a process similar to spreading activation. All browser queries are mapped into a Guidar [Duchier, 93b] search query. The Guidar search process is based on the spreading computation paradigm [Duchier, 93b] which proceeds by propagation from a set of starting nodes through the graph library, evaluating every node and annotating them with a score. On a second pass, interesting (or highest scoring) nodes are retrieved based on the node's annotation. For efficiency purposes, our search process sidesteps the second pass. Since in our application the annotations are scores, during the first iteration a list of the n best nodes is updated every time a node is evaluated, thus eliminating the need to collect the best nodes in a second iteration.

The simplest query consists of a node link traversal. Browsing operators such as subclass or superclass are such queries. The result of these queries are the nodes adjacent to the "start" node. In the case of a browsing operator, the start node is the node to which the operator was applied. Link traversal queries can also encompass more than one link. In
the class "sibling" operator, for example, search propagates to the parent node and thereafter to the children of that parent node. The link traversal queries follow a navigation pattern defined by the query. More complex type of queries express node relationships that are not described by the static graph links, and involve evaluating nodes based on a pattern. Examples of such queries are "classes using a set of methods" or "classes similar to a class". Complex queries are handled by the spreading computation search.

The architecture of an active browsing system is summarized in Figure 2-5. The main components are identified: the "normal" browser, the active browsing component, the library and the Guidar language interface.

Each browser interacts with the library through the Guidar search language. Guidar search queries are processed on the library and resulting nodes returned for display. For instance, the browser translates user browsing actions into queries, and similarly, the active browser queries the library for nodes that best match a set of specifications (i.e. given a set of class names and method names).
2.2.2 Browser User interface

The browser, similar to the Objective-C browser [Drummond, 92], is the user's interface to the class library.

The Browser interface is shown in Figure 2-6. It is divided into three main parts. Each of the top series of windows can display a list of classes. The lower right window is the "method list" window. It displays the methods implemented in a given class. The methods themselves can be expanded in the lower left window, the "method expansion" window, to show greater detail. Within each window, different browsing actions can be selected from a pop-up menu.

From the class lists the user can browse either the inheritance hierarchy or similar named classes, where similarity is a measure of the match between two class names or similar classes (classes with similar interface), where similarity is measured by the match
between method names of two classes. Selecting a class from any class list and applying the browsing operator “Method” results in the display of the methods implemented by that class in the “method list” window. When a method is selected from the method list it is displayed in the bottom left, method expansion window.

In the method expansion window, browsing actions are applied to methods. These actions can be obtained by first highlighting a set of methods and selecting an operator from the pop-up menu. For instance, the user can display methods in two levels of detail. First, expanding a method displays its instance variables, class variables and messages sent. Secondly, the method can be examined in greater detail by displaying its source code.

More interesting operators allow the user to browse class-methods relationships. For example, the “Implemented In Classes” operator returns a list of classes that implement a set of highlighted methods. This operator is useful in that it allows the user to inspect a set of methods, select interesting ones and generate a list of classes that implement the methods deemed interesting. Repeating the same steps by selecting a class from the generated class list and expanding it, the user can systematically get closer to the search target. In the class list generated by the “Implemented In Classes” operator, classes that implement all selected methods get a score of one. Classes that implement only some of the methods or have methods where only some words match with a selected method get a score less than one.

Other operators return a list of classes that is displayed in a class window. These operators take as arguments the set of highlighted methods. The “Used by Class” operator returns the set of classes using the highlighted methods. Similarly, the “Using Class” operator returns the set of classes used by the highlighted methods.

In addition to the normal browser interface, the active browser adds another window to communicate the results of its inference to the user. The suggestion box is a separate window displaying the ten class items that best match the current template. It is updated whenever the analogue changes.
2.3 Inference system

In this section, we describe the inference system, which is at the heart of the active browser. The main purpose of the inference system is to infer the analogue from user browsing actions. It is a standard rule-based system and consists of

- a working memory of facts describing the current analogue and the user's most recent browsing action.
- inference rules that update the analogue upon receipt of new browsing actions.
- a forward chaining inference engine in OPS5 [Brownston et al., 85], that supports conjunctions, disjunction and negation.

2.3.1 Working memory

The inference engine is triggered when a browsing action is received from the browser. The incoming browsing action is added to working memory as a fact and rules for which the antecedent are satisfied are fired. The effect of the rules is to update analogue predicates or create new predicates in working memory.

The browsing action received by the inference engine is a list consisting of the operator, the item it was performed on and other contextual information. This action is translated into a fact in working memory of the form

(Browsing-action node-type node-name operator prior-node prior-op)

The node-type and node-name describe the item the browsing operator was applied to. The prior-node and prior-operator are the name of the node and operator that produced the list from which this node was selected. The operator is the menu selection applied to the node.

The analogue consists of a collection of facts residing in working memory. Each fact is of the general form

InterestedIn( node-type node-name confidence-factor)

This fact expresses the system's belief that the user is interested in a node of type node-type and node-name. The node-type is either "class" or "method" and node-name is respectively a class name or a method name. The confidence-factor is a measure of the degree of confidence of the system in the inference of the predicate. For example the
following analogue predicate indicates that the system believes with 0.75 confidence that
the user is interested in a class named Integer.

\textit{InterestedIn}(class Integer 0.75)

The confidence factor of an analogue predicate varies between zero and one. It is updated
as a result of a rule firing as explained later in this section.

2.3.2 Inference engine

The inference engine contains a set of rules that maps user browser actions to the
analogue. A rule’s antecedent (or LHS) involves user actions and existing facts of the
analogue, and its consequent causes new facts to be generated or old ones to be updated.
In this way, the analogue is updated to reflect the user’s current interest. The general form
of the rules is

\textbf{If} ([browsing action] \textbf{and} (existing analogue predicate) ... )

\textbf{Then} ([new analogue predicate] \textbf{and}

\textit{Remove}(browsing action))

The rules allow the conjunction or disjunction of facts in the LHS of the rule. If no
connective is specified conjunction is the default. In addition a pattern in the LHS may be
negated by putting a “-” in front of the normal fact. The system only uses positive
confidence but facts do allow negation. For the antecedent a negated fact is true if the fact
does not exist in the working memory. After a browsing-action fact is consumed by a rule
firing, it is discarded from working memory as specified by the OPS5 “action” \textit{Remove}.

2.3.2.1 Inference rules for generating new analogue predicates

Figure 2-7 shows the inference rules related to the analogue (the OPS5 rules can
be found in Appendix A and B). Rules one to five refer to class items while Rule6 refers to
method items. All rules are triggered by an incoming browsing action which is “Removed”
from working memory afterwards (for clarity the rules do not show the remove OPS5
action). A given fact can trigger several rules. To arbitrate between rules that have LHS
matching, only the rule with the most facts in its LHS is fired.
| Rule 1: If | (Browsing-action class <node>)  
| Then | (InterestedIn class <node> 0.01) |
| Rule 2: If | (Browsing-action class <cur-name> <op> <name> “Subclass”)  
| Then | (ChildrenOf class <name> <cf>)  
| | - (InterestedIn class <cur-name>) |
| Rule 3: If | (Browsing-action class <cur-name> <op> <name> “Subclass”)  
| Then | (InterestedIn class <cur-name> 0.01)  
| | (ChildrenOf class <name>)  
| Rule 4: If | (Browsing-action class <cur-name> <op> <name> “Subclass”)  
| Then | (AclassInh <name>)  
| | (InterestedIn class <cur-name> 0.01)  
| | (SiblingOf class <pname> <name> <cf>) |
| Rule 5: If | (Browsing-action class <cur-name> “Subclass” <name> “Superclass”)  
| Then | (InterestedIn class <name> <cf>)  
| | (InterestedIn class <cur-name> 0.01)  
| | (SiblingOf class <name> <cur-name> 0.01) |
| Rule 6: If | (Browsing-action method <method-name> <op> <name>)  
| Then | (InterestedIn method <method-name> 0.01)  
| | (InterestedIn class <name> 0.005) |
| Rule 7: If | (InterestedIn (class class-name <new-confidence>) new)  
| | (InterestedIn(class class-name <old-confidence>) old) |
| Then | (InterestedIn(class class-name <combined-confidence>) old)  
| | (Remove InterestedIn(class class-name)) new |

Figure 2-7 Active browser inference rules

The simplest rule, Rule 1, creates a new analogue predicate when the user browses a new item. It is based on the assumption that when the user applies a browsing action to a node the information at that node is interesting. When the user applies a browsing operator to a class item <class-name> an analogue predicate is added to working memory to show interest in that class. The confidence factor is set to 0.01.

Any of rules 2 to 5 is triggered when the user applies a browsing operator to a class item. Rules 2, 3 and 4 refer to the case where the user’s previous action was the “Subclass” operator. Rule 2 infers that if the user expands the child of a class for a second
time, the children of that class should be generalized. The first clause in the RHS shows that the user is interested in the children of the parent class. Rule3 is slightly different from Rule2. It is only fired when the user is expanding any of the children of a class for the first time. Since the user has not visited more than one child we do not infer that the children should be generalized. Rule4 reinforces the user's interest in the sibling of a class if the user expands the child of that sibling. Rule5 infers that the user is interested in the sibling of a class when the user visits the children of its parents.

Rule6 is fired whenever the user applies a browsing action on a method item. The rule infers that the user is interested in that method and the class that implements that method. As a result two InterestedIn predicates are added to the analogue, the first one for the method name and the second one for the class name.

2.3.2.2 Combining confidence factors

Whenever a rule generates a fact that already exists in working memory the two facts are merged into one and the confidence factors are combined. Each analogue fact is tagged with a "new" or "old" status. A "new" fact is created as a result of a rule firing. A fact is "old" if it was created previously. When a "new" fact is generated and if a similar fact already exists in working memory, their confidence factor is combined. The "new" fact is discarded and the confidence factor of the "old" one is updated. The combination of confidence factors is achieved by rules similar to Rule7, one for each type of analogue predicate, where the new confidence factor is computed using the following formula:

\[ \text{combined-confidence} = \text{old-confidence} + (1 - \text{old-confidence}) \times \text{new-confidence} \]

This has the intuitive effect that confidence is increased proportionally to the difference between certainty and the old confidence. Thus only if the new fact is definitely true is the overall confidence set to one.

The remove action in the RHS discard the "new" analogue fact after its confidence factor is updated. At all times there are at most two similar analogue facts in working memory, a "new" one and an "old" one. After the fact's confidence factor is updated only the "old" one remains.
2.3.2.3 Reinforcing relevance of analogue predicates

The more often the system infers the user’s interest in an item the higher the confidence of the system in the relevance of that item. For example in Rule6 each time the user selects an action on a method within a class, the system infers that the user is interested in that method and that class. As the user selects more methods of that class the system infers that the user’s interest in that class is higher and increments the confidence factor of the \textit{InterestedIn()} predicate of that class. Through Rule7, the relevance of an item's analogue predicate is reinforced the more the user browses items related to that item. The confidence factor of analogue predicates for methods are reinforced for different reasons. Due to polymorphism in OO languages different classes may implement methods bearing the same name. As well the inheritance hierarchy implies a specialization of classes. A class may reimplement a method of its parent to "specialize" that method for itself. By browsing different classes but similar named methods the user reinforces the system’s confidence that these methods are interesting.

However irrelevant items encountered during browsing produce “noise” in the analogue; i.e. analogue facts that are not relevant to the search target. When the frequency of “visiting” irrelevant items is low the noise in the analogue is not significant. This assumes that the user’s browsing search is focused and rarely steers away from the original goal, and the user “hits” relevant items with high frequency.

The amount of noise in the analogue can be too high in several cases:

- Usually at the beginning of a browsing session the user has only a vague idea of the requirements describing the search target.
- Sometimes the search target may be a class that is unique in the library and bears little similarity to any other class in the library. During browsing the user may seldom find classes relevant to the search target.

In such cases the user selects items at random and hits many items irrelevant to the search target.

Noise is thus always present in the analogue but active browsing infers the search target because of the relevance of reinforced predicates to the search target. The quality of the analogue, and hence the inference performance of active browsing, is thus a result of
the user’s browsing process. The closer the user is to the search target, the better the analogue matches the search target. On the other hand, the active browser may not be able to infer the search target when the user rarely selects relevant items.

2.4 Template Matching and scoring

The analogue represents internally the user’s search target as inferred by the active browser. Analogue predicates describe class features that the system believes to be interesting to varying degrees, measured by the predicate confidence factor. In other words, the analogue is a set of specifications representing the search target.

The objective of the active browser is to display items that are “interesting” to the user. While the analogue is the system’s inference of the user search target, the “template” is the mechanism whereby through matching items most relevant to the user are retrieved from the library.

After inferring the analogue the system needs to translate this set of specifications into a concrete list of library items that satisfy these specifications. The list is ranked according to their relevance to the specifications, the highest ranked item being the “most interesting” to the user. This is achieved by converting the analogue into the template that can be readily used to measure the relevance of a library item to the user. “Matching” is the process of evaluating the library items on the template and ranking them according to their score.

Inferring the template is comparable to formulating a query. The matching process which retrieves items that best match the template is similar to evaluating that query.

2.4.1 Template

Analogue Predicates $\rightarrow$ Template Predicates $\rightarrow$ Template Schema

As with analogue predicates, template predicates are generated by inference rules and converted into a frame-like structure similar to a class node.

The template represents the analogue in a form suitable for matching. The form of the template is determined by the matching process and is not necessarily a direct mapping of the analogue. For example template predicates can be used to reflect changes in
TemplateSchema

className = listof ("Array" .5) ("ArrayedCollection" .7) ...

impMeths = listof ("at:put:" .66) ("at" .46) ...

Figure 2-8 Template schema

successive states of the analogue, in which case each node must contain its score. During matching the score of each node is incremented. The added benefit of this method is to speed up the scoring process as the same class is not evaluated on previous template terms at every single update of the library.

The template schema contains fields similar to a class node (see Figure 2-3). Each type of analogue predicate maps uniquely to a template field. However, each field contains a list of <value,weight> pairs, where weight is derived from the analogue and carries a value between 0 and 1. Figure 2-8 shows a template schema with the two main fields containing class names and method names (other fields include instance variables, class variables and exclude class). The term “ArrayedCollection” carries a higher weight than “Array”, which means that the system’s confidence in the former is stronger.

In [Drummond, 92] template predicates were generated within the rules that updates the analogue. In this thesis we have decoupled template generating rules from rules that update the analogue. The system responsible for inferring the analogue is thus independent of the matching process. As a result the format of the template does not impact the design of the inference rules. The inference engine can be more easily ported to different repositories which may require a different template format.

2.4.2 Matching and scoring

Matching is the process of scoring every class from the library on the template and returning the n highest scored class nodes. The graph library is searched using spreading computation and each class node is evaluated on the template when visited. The template schema being structurally similar to a class node schema, a class node is scored by evaluating the corresponding fields in the template: i.e. className is scored on every <className, weight> pair in the class name field of the template.
score = 0
for each template term { value, w } pair do
case type { template term } of
class : score = score + score_class_name(className, value) * w
method : score = score + score_method_name(methodName, value) * w
end

Figure 2-9 Template scoring algorithm of class names

Figure 2-9 Template scoring algorithm of class names illustrates the process of evaluating the score of a class on a template schema. For each template term, the score of the class is incremented by the product of its score on that term and the weight. The two main template terms, class names and method names are evaluated differently. The class name is evaluated on a template class type term while a template method type is scored on all of the class methods. The first is handled by the score_class_name function and the latter by the score_method_name function.

2.4.2.1 Class name scoring

Class names are made up of words, e.g. “BaseLayer” and “ArrayedCollection”.

; function calculating the similarity measure between a
; library class name and a template class name
function match_class_name (lib_classname, templ_classname)
begin
split lib_classname into words
for each word in lib_classname
    if word in templ_classname then
        pos := position of word in lib_classname
        weight := 1 / pos
        if pos = position of word in templ_classname then
            score := score + weight
        else
            score := score
                + weight / (1 + abs (pos - position in templ_classname))
        endif
    endif
endfor
return score
end

normalized score := \frac{match_class_name(lib_classname, templ_classname)}{match_class_name(templ_classname, templ_classname)}

Figure 2-10 Pseudocode of class name matching algorithm
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The similarity measure compares a library class name against a template class name by their constituent words. The score is biased on the position of the words in the class name. The position is counted from the last word in the class name, thus the last word has a position of one.

The two class names are compared word by word. Each word in a class name carries a weight inversely proportional to its position; the last word would have a weight of 1 and the second to last a weight of 0.5. For each word in the library class name the score is incremented as follows. If the word occurs in the template class name and the position of the word in both correspond, the score is incremented by its weight \( \frac{1}{\text{position}} \). If the word occurs in the template class name but at a different position, the score is incremented by the weight reduced by the difference in position, i.e.

\[
\text{weight} = \frac{1}{1 + \left| \text{position}_{\text{in template class name}} - \text{position}_{\text{in\ library\ class\ name}} \right|}.
\]

To normalize the similarity measure the score is divided by the score of the template class name measured on itself. Figure 2-10 shows the pseudocode of the class name matching algorithm.

2.4.2.2 Method name scoring

Method names also consist of multiple words, but they are scored differently. The bias is placed on the first word as this is the most informative term in method names. Also, method name scoring takes into account inheritance. In object-oriented languages, a class inherits the methods of its superclass and by transitivity methods of its ancestors. A class may not implement a method but any method it inherits can be invoked on the class, and is part of the behavior of that class. In our scoring scheme a class is given credit if its ancestors implement the method the class is scored on.

The score of a class on a method name \( m \) is calculated by the following formula

\[
\text{score} = 0.7 \times \text{impl}_\text{score} + 0.3 \times \text{super}_\text{score}
\]

where \( \text{impl}_\text{score} \) is the score of the class based on the similarity of the methods it implements to \( m \), and \( \text{super}_\text{score} \) is the score of the superclass on method \( m \).

The \( \text{impl}_\text{score} \) is given by the similarity measure for method names. If the method is implemented in the class, the \( \text{impl}_\text{score} \) returns a value of 1. Otherwise, \( \text{impl}_\text{score} \)
returns a score less or equal to 0.8 as follows. First, methods implemented in the class are split into words to make a set of words for the class evaluated. Then the template method name is split into words and starting from the first one, if it exists in the class’s set of words, the score of the class is incremented. However, the score on the first word is incremented by 0.66 and from the second word onwards, the increment is 
\[(0.8-0.66)/\text{number}\_\text{of}\_\text{remaining}\_\text{words}].\]
This algorithm ensures that an exact match returns 1, a partial match (in which words might be in the wrong position or occur in different methods of the class) that includes the first subterm returns a maximum value of 0.8, and other partial matches return at most 0.66. Note that contrary to [Drummond, 92] the position of the words in the class’s methods is not a factor in the score. To do so would require a more complex algorithm and is not taken into consideration for efficiency reasons.

2.5 Active browser performance

In this section, we illustrate the efficiency of the active browser with an example. We measure performance by comparing the ranking of a specified target in the suggestion box against the ranking of the user search target. The ranking of the user is given by the ranking of the target in the browser’s most recent class list.

Table 2-1 displays the sequence of actions taken by the user searching for the class “PopUpMenu”. The user first chooses class “Depth8Image” from the initial class list and applies the “Method” operator to it. The “Method” operator displays the methods implemented by the class “Depth8Image” in the “method list” window. Some of the methods are inspected and marked as interesting. The user then applies the “Implemented In Class” operator to the marked methods. As a result a new class list is generated, which corresponds to a step in the user’s search. From this class list the user inspect three classes before marking interesting methods in the third class “Screen”. Here again the “Implemented In Class” operator is applied on the marked methods and the third class list generated. In subsequent steps the same pattern of search is followed.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>step</th>
<th>Class or Method</th>
<th>Operator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Depth8Image</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(marked methods)</td>
<td>Implemented In Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Depth2Image</td>
<td>Method, inspect methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Depth16Image</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Screen</td>
<td>Method, inspect methods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(mark method)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(marked methods)</td>
<td>Implemented In Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>ScheduledWindow</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(mark methods)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(marked methods)</td>
<td>Implemented In Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Window</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(mark methods)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(marked methods)</td>
<td>Implemented In Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>DisplaySurface</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(mark methods)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(marked methods)</td>
<td>Implemented In Class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>FileConnection</td>
<td>Method</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td>(mark methods)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(marked methods)</td>
<td>Implemented In Class</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-1 Sequence of Browsing Actions

Table 2-2 shows the rankings of the search target, class “PopUpMenu”, in the class lists of the active browser (suggestion box) and the user. The first 6 steps are shown. From step 2 onwards, the target appears in the suggestion box. This example clearly demonstrates the convergence produced by the inference system (from step 1 to step 6, ranking improves monotonically in the suggestion box) whereas the user is wandering away from the target (at step 4 the user gets closer but then diverges after that). Every improvement in the ranking of the active browser, between consecutive steps, indicates that the analogue is being reinforced by the user’s browsing actions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>steps</th>
<th>active browser</th>
<th>user</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2-2 Class lists rankings for search on class “PopUpMenu”
This brief discussion is meant to be illustrative only. We defer the discussion of the active browser performance to later chapters.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter explained the method of active browsing and the concepts behind it. The system outlined, which will be referred as the Base system in subsequent chapters, differs in several respects from the original active browsing system [Drummond, 92]. More specifically the inference rules have been redesigned to separate the template generating rules from the rules that update the analogue, and the method scoring algorithm has been simplified for efficiency purposes. This thesis is about improving the performance of the Base system. Chapters 4 and 5 describe two methods of achieving this. The next chapter describe the method of validation used and the performance obtained in the Base system.
Chapter 3

3. Experimental Method

The methods developed in this thesis were evaluated empirically. An active browser with negative inference, "negative active browser", and an active browser with selective search, "selective active browser", were compared to one another, to the Base system described in the previous chapter and to normal browsing.

This chapter presents the experimental method which is the same as in [Drummond, 92]. We also use an automated search agent, Rover, introduced in [Drummond, 92] and described in section 3.2. Section 3.3 describes briefly the experiments conducted and section 3.4 describes the data collected and the various methods of comparing the output of the different active browsers.

3.1 Experimental method

The basic method of evaluating the performance of an active browser is to monitor the search for a target in a library by a search agent (human or automated) and compare the number of steps to reach the target with and without the active browser. The result of a search is a win for the active browser if it finds the target before the search agent, a loss if the agent finds the target before the active browser, and a draw otherwise. The number of wins for a sample of targets is our primary measure of an active browser's inference accuracy.

In designing the experiments the following characteristics were considered desirable:

- A large sample of searches: in order provide an accurate average measure of an active browser's performance.
- Repeatability and consistency: the search for a target must be easily repeatable so as to evaluate various active browsers on the same target. Furthermore, the search agent must be consistent through each session as the results are used to compare active browsers.
• Human users: active browsing is designed to help software engineers browsing a library they are unfamiliar with. The ideal subjects for these experiments should have average browsing skills and little familiarity with the library.

Using human subjects involves some constraints on the experimental setting that make large scale experiments unfeasible. Humans would perform inconsistently over time: humans learn with experience: the more one interacts with the browser, the more proficient one becomes at searching for items in the library. Experiments cannot be repeated with the same user, finding a class a second time would be trivial. Moreover, the variability of user's browsing skills and familiarity with the search domain means that a large sample of users with varying skill level is required.

Due to the impracticality of running large scale and controlled experiments with human subjects, an automated search agent is used instead. Experiments can be repeated consistently with an automated search agent. The same agent can be made to search on the same target twice, with the same result. An average measure can be obtained using a large sample of searches, by setting each class in the search library as search target.

3.2 Rover an automated search agent

A search is controlled by the user's internal representation of the goal. In a typical browsing session, the user selects an item and evaluates its relevance to his or her specifications of the search goal. Based on the result of this evaluation, the user selects a browsing operation which he/she believes will bring him closer to the goal. The decision making process is fuzzy as more often than not, the search goal is not fully understood or clear.

Rover is an automated search agent playing the role normally assumed by a human user. Rover's search process includes the same fuzzy characteristics as a human user.

3.2.1 Components of Rover

Rover consists of two main components, an oracle representing the search goal and relevance evaluation and the heuristic agent that maps this to browser actions.
The oracle contains the specifications of the target class (the name of the class and its implemented methods) and answers three specific questions. Asked if a class name matches the target name, the oracle returns a value between 0 (no match at all) and 1 (exact match), an intermediate value meaning that the class names match partially. The oracle returns true or false, when asked whether a method name matches any in the goal. Finally, it returns a value between 0 and 1, when asked whether a set of method names is a better match than a previous one.

To simulate the uncertainty of human users, the oracle sometimes returns incorrect answers. On the first question and last question, the oracle’s answer is fuzzy, but on the second question, it always returns the correct answer. When asked whether a class name matches the target, 30% of the time the oracle answers yes. Of the remaining 70%, the oracle answers no only if the class name does not match the target class at all, and answers yes otherwise. On the third question, when asked whether a set of methods matches better to the target than a second set, it returns true if the first set is a better match than the second. In the case where the second set is a better match than the first it answers “no” only 75% of the time.

The heuristic search agent uses a subset of the available standard browser operators and implements a single search strategy that selects appropriate browsing operators according to the answers of the oracle. The search algorithm is described next.

3.2.2 Rover Search Algorithm

Figure 3-1 represents in pseudocode Rover’s search algorithm. The search starts from an initial alphabetical list of classes. Rover selects the first class. It then queries the oracle whether this class name is similar to the target class. A match above a threshold value results in the expansion of that class to show its implemented methods. Otherwise, Rover selects the next class.

When Rover searches a class list other than the initial list Rover visits up to a maximum of ten classes until it finds a good matching class, backtracking to the previous class list if that list is not the initial one. When Rover finds a matching class it expands the class to list all of that class’s implemented methods.
1. Select next class name in class list
   IF class name identical to target STOP
   ELSE IF class name not in top ten of list
       THEN backtrack to previous list
       repeat from 1
   ELSE IF class name does not match with target
       THEN repeat from 1
   ELSE go to step 2
2. Expand class
   assign maximum number of methods from 3 to 5
3. Select method at random
   IF method does not match with target
       THEN repeat from 3
4. Save method
   IF number of saved methods less than maximum
       THEN repeat from 3
5. Score saved methods against target class
   IF score less than best previous class
       THEN repeat from 1
6. Apply "Implemented in class" operator to saved methods
7. Repeat from 1

Figure 3-1 Rover Algorithm

At step 3, from the list of methods Rover selects a method name at random and asks the oracle if it matches with methods of the target class. If the answer is "yes", that method is saved and Rover repeats step 3. This continues until a maximum number of methods have been saved or the method list is exhausted. Rover then asks the oracle if the set of saved methods is a better match to the implemented methods of the target than those selected in the best of all previously opened classes. If the answer is yes, the operator "Implemented in Classes" is applied to the set of saved methods and the new generated class list becomes the current class list that Rover browses from. Otherwise, Rover rejects the expanded class and continues browsing through the class list.

Rover repeats this process in the most recent class list until any of three conditions is true. If Rover finds the target, the search stops. If a class better - according to the oracle - than the last visited one is opened, a new class list is generated and the cycle is repeated. If the search reaches the tenth class in the current class list then Rover backtracks to the previous list and continues the search from the next class in that list.
3.2.3 Differences with original automated search agent

The original automated search agent [Drummond, 92] is rule based and used the same inference engine as the active browser. Our reimplementation of Rover’s algorithm is written in Lisp in functional language style. Aside from a different choice of implementation language other differences exist between the original search agent and Rover.

The answers returned by the oracle are different in two ways. First, to the second question relative to whether a method name match any in the target class, our oracle’s answer is not fuzzy, it is always correct. Preliminary testing of Rover showed that with noise on the second question Rover performs poorly, its search not converging to the target. Removing noise produces a search agent capable of finding the search target in reasonable time.

The method of adding noise to the oracle’s answers is also different from that in the original search agent. In [Drummond, 92] the noise factor is a uniform random variable whose mean and variance can be set within the search agent’s rules. If the match value is above a threshold determined by the random variable a yes is returned otherwise a no. This scheme allowed easy setting of different noise factors to study the search agent’s performance with respect to noise levels.

3.2.4 Ranking list of an experimental run

One experimental run consists of selecting a class as the search target and starting Rover. During Rover’s search browsing actions are generated and the active browser updates the suggestion box by matching all classes in the library against its inferred analogue. The result of this matching is an ordered list of library items of which only the first ten are displayed in the suggestion box. The “ranking” of the target is the position of the target in the ordered list of items after the library is evaluated; a ranking of one is best. The ranking is a measure of the accuracy of the analogue, hence the inference accuracy of the active browser. The higher the position of the target in the list of evaluated items, the better the active browser.
The “ranking list” of one experimental run is a list in which the target’s ranking at every step of the run is recorded. A step in a run is when Rover generates a new class list or backtracks to a previous one. The ranking list shows the change in the ranking of the target by the active browser as search progresses. The ranking list is a useful tool for comparing active browser inference performance.

3.3 Experiments

The basic Smalltalk source library of 389 classes was used as the test library. Each class was set as the search target in turn. Rover’s search is started and the ranking lists of both the active browser and Rover recorded. The search is stopped for any of the following reasons. Rover finds the target. The active browser “identifies” the target. The search is too long: for all practical purposes neither Rover nor the active browser could find the target in a reasonable number of steps. A run is too long when neither Rover nor the active browser find the target after 70 steps.

A run is considered invalid when the search is either too long or too short, where the length of a search is the number of steps before search stops. A run is considered too short when the search is shorter than the number of steps required to award a win to the active browser (when the target is displayed for five consecutive steps in the suggestion box). Of the 389 runs, there are a number of invalid runs and four classes that cannot be used as targets because they have no implemented methods.

3.4 Comparing and evaluating searches

The ranking lists of both Rover and active browser is the primary data used for evaluating the active browser performance and comparing one version to another or to Rover. We used two different methods of comparing performance. The first one consists of comparing the number of “wins” of the active browser over Rover. The second method compares at each step the ranking of the target in each active browser and the number of active searches.
3.4.1 Assigning wins

Each search is declared either a win, a loss or a draw for the active browser, a win indicating that the active browser correctly inferred the target before Rover. A win is awarded to the active browser only after the target class is in the suggestion box (ranking 10 or higher) for five consecutive steps. The active browser is assigned a loss when Rover finds the target and its rank is higher than that of the active browser. In all other cases, the search is considered a draw.

To evaluate an active browser with respect to Rover, we counted the number of searches where the active browser wins, loses or draws with Rover. The different active browsers can thus be compared by their win/loss statistic, the better active browser having higher a wins count and/or a lower losses count.

3.4.2 Comparing active browsers

The win statistic is a useful metric for comparing active browsers. However active browsers can also be compared using the ranking of the target.

A “winning” run is an indication of the speed performance of an active browser, i.e. that it can find the target faster than Rover. However merely counting a run as a win or loss ignores the ranking of the target. The ranking of the target is a direct measure of the system’s accuracy at inferring the target, which we refer to as inference quality.

Also, a win evaluates a search on the last five steps irrespective of how good or bad has the target ranked before the last five steps. Target ranking at every step of the search is a measure of the inference performance of the active browser at any step during the search. This information is more useful than wins when comparing active browsers. Clearly the better active browser is the one which ranks the target consistently higher throughout the search.

Ranking information can also help determine the “better” active browser among the winners. On a given target T, two active browsers AB₁ and AB₂ may win when running against Rover. The search for T on both would be counted as a win, although the position of the target in the suggestion box may be higher in one than the other (although
the difference cannot be greater than 10). Clearly, the better active browser is the one in which the target is positioned higher in the suggestion box.

In our study, the rankings for all runs are averaged out and displayed in graphical format. Prior to the discussion of average target ranking, we need to introduce the concept of active search.

### 3.4.2.1 Active search graph

A search is active until the target has been identified. For Rover, search ends either when it finds the target or when search length reaches the maximum limit. In the case of the active browser, search ends when either it wins, loses or draws with Rover.

The active search graph displays the number of searches still active at each step. The x-axis is the step number in a search. The y-axis represent the number of searches still active at step \( x \). For practical purposes, the maximum search length has been set to 70.

When comparing the active search graph of two active browsers, a lower y-value means a better active browser. A lower value indicates that more targets have been identified at or before this step. The vertical difference between two plots at step \( x \), reveals the number of searches that have ended in one system but are still active in the other.

In practice, when Rover finds the target before the active browser search ends for both. The search is not "active" anymore for both Rover and active browser even when Rover wins. On the other hand, when the active browser infers the search target before Rover the search in Rover is still "active" afterwards. For this reason the number of active searches at any step is always less for an active browser than for Rover. In the active search graph all active browser plots are always below that of Rover's. However this does not apply when comparing active browsers.

### 3.4.2.2 Average Ranking graph

The average ranking graph plots the average ranking of the target at each step of a search. The average rank at step \( x \) is the ratio of the sum of the target ranking of all active searches to the number of searches active at step \( x \). The larger the average ranking the worse the active browser.
To compare active browsers, the average ranking curve for each version is plotted on the same graph, the lower the curve the better active browser. The vertical difference between two curves, indicates on average, the difference in the ranking of the target between the respective active browsers.

3.5 An alternative to Rover

3.5.1 Different search strategy

Rover’s search strategy relies heavily on the class interface - i.e. the class’s implemented methods - and method relationships. The only browsing operators it uses are centered around methods such as displaying methods of a class and displaying classes that implement a given set of methods. It does not make use of browsing operators based on class relationships and does not exploit the class hierarchy.

However, much information can be obtained from the class hierarchy that may be particularly relevant during browsing. For example, class inheritance is generally used for specializing or refining a class specification, and implies that some commonalities exist between a parent class and its subclasses.

Our alternate search agent (Rover2) explores the class hierarchy. Rover2 uses the “subclass” browsing action during search.

1. Select next class name in class list
   IF class name identical to target STOP
   ELSE IF class name not in top ten of list
       THEN backtrack to last list
           repeat from 1
   ELSE IF class name does not match with target
       THEN IF subclasses match with target
           THEN newclasslist = subclasses
           repeat from 1
       ELSE go to step 2
2. Expand class
   assign maximum number of methods from 3 to 5
3 etc ...

Figure 3-2 Rover2 search algorithm
Figure 3-2 illustrates, in bold character, the difference between Rover2's and Rover's. A new option is added to Rover's search before displaying a class's implemented methods. At step 1, Rover decides to "open" a class based on whether the class matches the target (an interesting class for Rover) or not. Instead, in Rover2, if the selected class is not interesting, we add the option of generating a new class list if any of its subclasses match the target.

### 3.5.2 Comparing Rover and Rover2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Rover</th>
<th>Rover2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>average length</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no. of long searches</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-1 Rover and Rover2 search performance

First, the performance of both Rover and Rover2 as searching agents were compared. Rover and Rover2 were set to search for every class in the library and a ranking list for each target was generated. Contrary to the active browser's runs, search stops when either Rover or Rover2 finds the target or the search is too long (i.e. longer than 70 steps).

The results for both Rover and Rover2 are summarized in Table 3-1. For completed searches, in which Rover finds the target in less than 70 steps, the average is calculated. On average, Rover2 finds the target more than two steps after Rover. This shows the different strategy clearly affect the performance of Rover. However, the difference is not too significant. This is reflected, in Table 3-2, in the number of searches in which one Rover is faster than Rover2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>No. of searches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rover faster than Rover2</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rover2 faster than Rover</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-2 Comparing speeds of Rover and Rover2

In 176 searches, Rover completes the search before Rover2 while the converse is true in 159 searches. Rover is a marginally better search agent than Rover2.
3.5.3 Active browsers results on Rover2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Win</th>
<th>Loss</th>
<th>Draw</th>
<th>No. of invalid runs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rover</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rover2</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3-3 Rover vs Rover2 wins and losses

The negative active browser was tested with both Rover and Rover2. Table 3-3 compares the win and loss numbers of Rover and Rover2. When tested on Rover, the active browser performs better than with Rover2. The number of wins with Rover is roughly twice and the losses about half that of Rover2.

One can argue that the strategy used by Rover favors our inference rules. The addition of a class browsing action in Rover2 results in Rover2 selecting fewer method items than Rover. As well the search strategy of Rover2 produces more class name features in the analogue. The better active browsing performance would then suggest that method name features is more beneficial than class name features in the analogue. This may be a result of a characteristic of the library. In the Smalltalk language there is a high similarity coupling between method names of different classes due to method naming convention and polymorphism.

For the purpose of comparing active browsers Rover is more adequate than Rover2. When evaluating other versions of the active browser we expect, in some cases, wins to be less than that of the negative active browser. The low win count with Rover2 leaves little room for the other active browsers and thus would make comparing them harder. Rover provides a larger sample of targets on which active browser can win. This allows us to more easily compare versions of the active browser that performs worse than the negative active browser.

The experimental results are presented later in this thesis. Chapter 4 includes the results and conclusion of the evaluation of the negative active browser, and Chapter 6 presents results of the selective active browser.
Chapter 4

4. Negative Inference

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the method of negative inference, whose general aim is to improve the inference quality of active browsing. Section 4.2 describes the motivation behind the choice of using negative inference. Section 4.3 presents the method and our implementation of negative inference. Section 4.4 presents empirical evidence of the effectiveness of negative inference. The last section summarizes the chapter and discusses some issues related to the method. The general method of negative inference and empirical results presented in this chapter have been reported in [Holte and Ng, 96].

4.2 Motivation

4.2.1 Shortcoming of inferring method names

In Smalltalk, and object oriented languages in general, method names consist of several words, subterms, concatenated together. For example, in class OrderedCollection, the method "add:afterIndex:" , contains subterms "add" , "after" and "index" , and as well, the name of the class is made up of subterms "Ordered" and "Collection".

The method of active browsing involves inferring the user’s goal, represented internally by the analogue. The analogue consists of a list of features with an associated numerical measure of the system’s confidence of the user’s interest. Each feature can be either a class, variable or method name. A feature is added to or updated in the analogue when the system infers the user’s interest in a particular feature based on his/her browsing actions. For instance, whenever the user inspects a method item displayed in the browser, that method name is added to the analogue.

The fact that method names contain subterms makes such inference incomplete. The user may have inspected a particular method because one or more subterms in the
method’s name was interesting. For example, when the user inspects the method “remove:index:”, three possible inferences can be made: the user may be interested either in “remove” methods, or in methods containing “index”, or in methods that contain both subterms “remove” and “index”. In the original active browser, the system would infer that the user is interested in the method “remove: index:”, although it is assumed that the first subterm is the most significant one and carries more weight. This assumption is incorrect in the cases where subterms other than the first one (e.g. “index”) motivated the user’s choice to inspect that method. Thus, the analogue does not necessarily reflect the user’s intent.

4.2.2 Inferring method subterms

To overcome this problem, the system should be capable of inferring subterms, and the improved analogue should contain subterm features as well. Clearly, given the many possible inferences from a single browsing action, making the correct inference is not a trivial task. The inference system needs to identify the particular subterms the user is interested in.

From the browser point of view, method names are atomic entities and browsing actions are applied to method items but not subterms. When the user selects a method item, the problem for the inference system is twofold:

- decide if the user is interested in the whole name or not
- if not, which subterms are the most relevant ones.

In our method, this effect is achieved by using negative inference, i.e. by inferring what features (subterms) the user is not interested in.

4.3 Positive Inference and Negative inference

The original active browser [Drummond, 92] contained only positive inference rules, i.e. rules that inferred that a user was interested in items having a particular feature. Positive inference is based on the assumption that the user will examine items whose features are similar to the current search goal.
By extension, one could characterize actions available to the user as "positive actions". Other browsers have actions that directly indicate that the user is not interested in a particular item [Lang, 95; Sheth and Maes, 93]. In such systems, negative inference is as straightforward as positive inference. But in our browser, there are no "negative actions", i.e. browsing actions that directly indicate the user is not interested in an item. Negative inference can be based only on actions which could have been taken but were not. Negative features are features that the system believes are not part of the user's search target.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>removeIndex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>add:afterIndex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>addLast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>removeLast</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4-1 Method expansion window

Figure 4-1 displays the view from the method expansion window, after the user opened four methods on the OrderedCollection class. The two highlighted methods, "removeIndex:" and "removeLast", have been marked by the user for subsequent use. From the "marking" action, the system infers the following:

InterestedIn(method, removeIndex)
InterestedIn(method, removeLast)

Positive inference is based on the following principle: given a list of items X, Y and Z, if the user selects item X, then the system infers that X is interesting. One can naively assume that the user is not interested in Y and Z. However this assumption may not be true in all cases. For instance, the user may have scanned only part of the list and overlooked the rest of the list. To infer that the user is not interested in the rest of the list is incorrect. The system needs to know, with reasonable confidence, that the user considered and rejected Y and Z. Thus Negative inference is not inferring that the user is uninterested in Y and Z, when the user selects X.
4.3.1 Requirements for reliable Negative inference

Clearly at any point during browsing, there are many possible actions of which the user chose only one. It is certainly incorrect to infer that the user is not interested in all the items he did not select. For instance, when the user selects the class OrderedCollection from a class list, we cannot infer reliably that the user is not interested in the other classes in the list. Therefore, to make reliable negative inference, the system needs to identify with reasonably high confidence, which particular item(s) the user consciously ignored.

To infer that an item, say Y, is NOT interesting with a high degree of confidence, two conditions are necessary:

- first that the user considered item Y,
- second that item Y is not selected for subsequent actions.

This is a two step process, made necessary by the lack of negative actions in our browser.

Figure 4-1 illustrates such a scenario. The user has opened the list of methods of the class OrderedCollection, and selected four methods, with the intent of inspecting them in greater detail, in the MethodExpansionWindow. Of the four methods displayed, two are “marked” (highlighted) by the user: “removeIndex:” and “removeLast”. These four methods fulfill the first condition, in that by bringing them for display in that window, the user made a conscious decision that these methods may be interesting.

Among the available actions in the expansion window are the “Implemented In” and “Used by” browser actions. The former returns a class list of items that implement the “marked” methods and the latter returns a list of classes that use the “marked “ methods. When the user applies the “Implemented In” action, indicating that the user is interested in class items implementing the “marked” methods, then and only then, can one infer with a high degree of confidence that the user deemed the “unmarked” methods to be NOT interesting.

The validity of negative inference is strongly dependent on the type of browsing action selected in step two. The browsing action must be such that one can ascertain, with a high degree confidence, that the user evaluated all items in the list and selected the ones that are relevant to his/her search target. In such a case, inferring the unmarked items as negative features would be correct.
4.3.2 Inferring interesting subterms with negative inference

As presented in section 4.2.3, subterms should be represented in the analogue, but to do this, the inference system needs to identify which subterms of a method name are relevant to the user’s search target.

In the preceding section, we presented a general method of reliably inferring negative features in our browser. But a negative method term also indicates that the user is not interested in any subterms of that method term. Thus the negative inference method described above, not only infers negative method name features, but as well, negative subterms. The inferred negative subterms, can thus be used to identify the irrelevant subterms in the positive analogue terms.

This process of subterm pruning using negative inference is triggered by the user selecting the “Implemented In” or “Used by” browsing actions in the method expansion window. The resultant analogue has positive terms in which method subterms’ confidence factors are inferred. From the perspective of matching the resulting template, the weight on different subterms of a method in the template is not fixed as in the original active browser, but is inferred. Thus the addition of subterms to the analogue in conjunction with appropriate negative inference produces a more precise analogue.

4.3.3 Negative inference method

Negative inference adds inference rules for selectively inferring both positive and negative features of method subterms. The new analogue is generated in two steps as follows:

1. Augmentation:
   - marked items are added to analogue as positive features
   - marked method subterms are added to the analogue as positive features
   - unmarked method subterms are added to analogue as negative features

2. Pruning:
   - +ve subterm features are pruned from analogue if a corresponding -ve subterm feature is present in the analogue
Positive features are added to the analogue as \textit{InterestedIn(method:<item_name>)} predicates for method names, and \textit{InterestedIn(subterm:<item_name>)} predicates for subterms. Negative features are represented by \textit{NotInterestedIn(subterm:<item_name>)} predicates. Each positive predicate carry a confidence factor as described in chapter 2.

Working memory contains the set of predicates (positive and negative features) that describe the analogue. Let \( W_i \) be the working memory at iteration \( i \) (for this discussion, we will use the term iteration \( i \) to refer to the \( i \)th update of the working memory), and \( W_{i+1} \) the working memory after the pruning step. Now, the analogue contains both positive and negative predicates, so

\[
W_i = W_i^+ + W_i^-
\]

where \( W_i^+ \) is the set of all positive predicates in working memory at iteration \( i \), and \( W_i^- \) the set of all negative predicates in working memory at iteration \( i \). Similarly, \( W_{i+1} = W_{i+1}^+ + W_{i+1}^- \).

In step one, when the user marked a few methods out of a list and then selects the “Implemented In” or “Used By” browser command, a set of new predicates are generated which we will call \( N \).

\[
N = M + S_u + S_m
\]

Where \( M \) is the set of method name predicates for each marked method. The set of method names displayed is divided into two mutually exclusive sets: the set of marked methods and the set of unmarked methods. \( S_m \) is the set of all subterm predicates in marked method names, and \( S_u \) the set of subterm predicates of the unmarked methods.

Then the augmented working memory \( W_i^a = W_i + N \), contains the newly generated predicates (\( = N \)), both positive and negative.

In step two, pruning is performed. Positive predicates in the augmented working memory are removed if there exists a corresponding negative one. Two types of pruning occur at this stage. First the set \( S_m \) of new positive subterms predicates is pruned against \( W_i + S_u \), the set of all negative predicates in the augmented working memory. Secondly \( W_i^+ \), the set of old positive predicates is pruned against new negative predicates i.e. \( S_u \).

Thus the resulting working memory after iteration \( i \) contains:

\[
W_{i+1}^+ = (S_m - (W_i + S_u)) + (W_i^+ - S_u) + M \quad \text{and,}
\]
where $W_{i+1}$ is the pruned set of the working memory.

Figure 4-2 illustrates the pruning process. The resulting working memory contains both negative and positive predicates, the latter being pruned as shown. For example, in Figure 4-1, the following positive predicates are generated:

InterestedIn(method,"removeIndex;")
InterestedIn(method,"removeLast")
InterestedIn(subterm,"remove")
InterestedIn(subterm,"Last")
InterestedIn(subterm,"Index")

where $S_n$ contains the last three InterestedIn(subterm). Negative features are also generated for each unmarked method. In working memory, the following NotInterestedIn (subterms $= S_n$) are added and used later for pruning positive predicates:

NotInterestedIn(subterm,"add")
NotInterestedIn(subterm,"after")
NotInterestedIn(subterm,"Index")
NotInterestedIn(subterm,"Last")

When pruning occurs, the following two InterestedIn() predicates are removed:

InterestedIn(subterm,"Last")
InterestedIn(subterm,"Index")

Since the only purpose of NotInterestedIn predicates is to prune positive features, they do not carry any weight unlike the InterestedIn predicates. Pruning is processed by the following rule:

\[
\text{If} \quad (\text{NotInterestedIn}( \text{subterm} < \text{subterm\_name}> ) \text{ and } \\
\text{InterestedIn}(\text{subterm}, <\text{subterm\_name}> , <\text{cf}> ) ) \\
\text{Then} \quad ( \text{remove InterestedIn}(\text{subterm}, <\text{subterm\_name}> , <\text{cf}> ) )
\]

Figure 4-3 Pruning subterms rule of inference

In effect, every InterestedIn(subterm) predicate that has a matching NotInterestedIn(subterm) predicate (i.e. based on same subterm name), is pruned from the augmented working memory.

The template, which is the form of the analogue used for matching, contains only positive features, whereas the analogue includes both positive and negative features. The algorithm for matching library items against the template takes into account the subterm predicates. As well as scoring class items on method names and class names, each library item gets a score for implementing a method whose subterms are in the analogue as anInterestedIn predicate.

Scoring of class items on subterm is done as follows. For each class node in the library, the method names are split into subterms and added to the class node as a list of subterms. For each subterm template, a class item gets a score of 1 if the subterm is present in the class subterm list, and 0 otherwise. This method has the advantage of being fast as the library is preprocessed and each class node subterm list is generated when the node is created. The total score of a class item is then

\[
(\text{score on method names}) + (\text{score on subterms}) + (\text{score on class names}).
\]

4.4 Experimental results

The effectiveness of negative inference is demonstrated experimentally. The general method is to compare the performance of the original active browser (Base) to an active browser with negative inference (Neg). Active browsing performance is measured in two ways:
1. by the wins/losses statistic which counts the number of times the active browser correctly infers the target before/after the automated agent (Rover, see Chapter 3) finds the target.

2. by comparing the search lengths of Base to Neg, i.e. the number of steps before Neg and Base infer the target class.

The Smalltalk code library was used as the test library. Each of the 389 classes, was set as the search target. The implemented methods and class name of the target class define the search specifications of the Rover. The Rover search is started and the ranking of the target in the suggestion box (the active browser’s guess) is compared to its ranking in the browser (Rover search) at every step. Two sets of experiments were conducted:

1. Rover search with Base active browser
2. Rover search with Neg active browser

Out of the 389 classes, there are a number of invalid runs. A run is considered invalid when the search is either too long or too short, where the length of a search is the number of steps before search stops. A run is too long when neither Rover nor the active browser (Base or Neg) have found the target after a certain number of steps, which is set to 70. The motivation here is to avoid infinite searches, as for example when the target is a unique class which has little in common (methods or class name) with the rest of the library. A run is too short when the search of Rover ends in fewer than 5 steps, the number of steps for the target to be in the suggestion box before the active browser can win. In Base, there are 69 short and 17 long runs. In Neg, there are 69 short and 10 long runs. The total number of valid runs is 299 Base and 306 in Neg. The difference is accounted for by the smaller number of long runs in Neg, indicating that with negative inference, active browser reduces search length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>valid runs</th>
<th>invalid runs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>short</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>299</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neg</td>
<td>306</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-1 of number of valid/invalid runs
4.4.1 Comparing win/loss/draw of Base and Neg

Wins, losses and draws count how many times the active browser finds the target before, after or at same time as Rover respectively. Refer to chapter 3 for a definition of each of these terms. Table 4-2 displays the counts for both Base and Neg.

Table 4-3 expresses the wins, losses and draws, as a percentage of total number of valid runs. The percentage win figure is similar to the probability of a valid search ending in a win.

The Base active browser wins in 70 searches while Neg wins in 161. The number of wins is more than doubled. Similarly, the loss count improved in Neg. The number of losses in Base (207) is almost twice that in Neg (110). The better win percentage indicates that during any search, the probability that Neg finds the target before Rover is twice that of Base finding it before Rover.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wins over Rover</th>
<th>Losses to Rover</th>
<th>Draws with Rover</th>
<th>Total valid runs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neg</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>306</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-2 Neg v/s Base

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wins over Rover</th>
<th>Losses to Rover</th>
<th>Draws with Rover</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base</td>
<td>23.4 %</td>
<td>69.2 %</td>
<td>7.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neg</td>
<td>52.6 %</td>
<td>36.0 %</td>
<td>11.4 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-3 percentage wins loss draw

4.4.2 Comparing Base and Neg search lengths

The search length for a target is the number of steps before the active browser (Neg or Base) infers the target. By comparing the search lengths of Base and Neg, we are directly comparing which agent is better, regardless of whether their respective search ends in a win or loss against Rover. On the other hand, wins versus Rover is not a direct comparison of the performance of the active browsers.

Table 4-4 shows comparative search length statistics for Base and Neg. Each row corresponds to the runs in which one system finds the target faster than the other. The first column of the table shows the number of runs in which the corresponding active browser
is faster than the other. Out of the 389 runs, Base is faster than Neg in only 11 cases, whereas Neg searches ended before Base 120 times. In the other 258 runs, both active browsers’ searches are of the same length. This result has greater significance than the win stats. In 91.6 % of the 131 runs (where one’s search length is better than the other), Negative inference reduced the search length.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of runs</th>
<th>Average search length</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Base faster</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neg faster</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>23.6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4-4 Comparing Base and Neg average search lengths

In the 11 runs where Base is faster than Neg, the average length of searches in Base is 9.9 steps and 11.5 steps in Neg. In these runs, although Neg is slower than Base, it is lagging behind by only 1.6 steps on average.

In the 120 runs where Neg is faster than Base, the average length of searches in Base is 23.6 steps and 12.6 steps in Neg. On average, Base would require 11 more steps to find the target than Neg. In effect, Negative inference reduces the average search length by 46.6%.

These results show that negative inference and the use of subterms is rarely detrimental and never a significant impediment. Most frequently, it almost doubles the speed with which the active browser finds the target. In the few cases where Neg actually fares worse than the Base system, the difference in inference between the two is negligible.

4.4.3 Comparing Base to Neg on active searches and target average rank

Similar observations can be made from the following graphs. They represent graphically the difference between the active browsers. Figure 4-4 plots the number of active searches for Rover, Base and Neg at each step. A search is active at step n if Rover or active browser has not found the target after n steps.
After only a few steps, the agents find many targets. After 10 steps, about half of the searches are completed by Rover. The curve for the active browsers are necessarily lower than that of Rover because search ends when either Rover finds the target or they find the target before Rover. Hence, the vertical distance between Rover’s curve and any active browser’s curve, at step N, represents the number of targets that the active browser has identified that Rover has not found yet. Note that invalid runs are included in the number of active search as well. For the first five steps, the curves are all identical simply because by definition, the active browsers can only win after 5 steps. At the other extreme, all the curves decrease to an asymptote equal to the number of “long” or “invalid” searches for each agent (17 for Rover and Base, 10 for Neg).

The curve for Base is close and parallel to Rover. This indicates that Base and Rover are completing searches at similar rates. On the other hand, Neg completes searches at a much faster rate from steps 5 to 20. The vertical difference between Neg’s and Rover’s curve is constantly increasing from step 5 to step 20. This observation reinforces
a fact that is apparent in Table 4-4: namely, that Neg’s improved performance over Base manifests itself primarily in the first 20 steps.

The preceding graph showed how fast an agent reaches the target, but does not show how the rank of the target evolve during search.

Figure 4-5 plots the average rank of the target at each step. The average for step $N$ is the ratio of the sum of the rank of active targets at step $N$, to the number of targets still active at step $N$. The best rank is 1; the higher the average rank, the worse the system. Base is much better than Rover. Except for the first 5-10 steps, the target is about 5-15 positions better in Base than in Rover.

From this perspective, Neg dramatically improves the quality of Base’s inference. After the first step, Neg ranks the target 20 positions higher than Base, and this difference increases to 30 after the first few steps. At every step, the average rank of the target in Neg is almost half of the average rank of the target in Base.

The two graphs presented in this section gave two different perspectives of the experimental data collected for the active browsers and Rover. Both graphs, in different ways, indicate overwhelmingly the improvement of negative inference and subterms on the original active browser. The active search graph showed that Neg was completing
searches faster than Base. This result is reinforced by the fact that Neg ranking of the target is half that of Base, as can be seen in the average rank graph.

4.5 Discussion and conclusion

Our method of negative inference preserves the non-intrusive characteristic of active-browsing. Contrary to most negative inference systems (see Chapter 7), where the user is part of a feedback loop and is required to provide direct feedback to the inference system, negative features are inferred as a result of the user’s actions while browsing. It does not disrupt the user’s interaction with the browser which could otherwise hinder the user’s search process and reduce the effectiveness of browsing. Moreover, from the user’s standpoint, the interface and interaction with the browser is identical to the Base system while active browsing performance is increased.

Experiments were conducted to evaluate this implementation of negative inference using an automated search agent (Rover). Results show that the performance of active browsing is more than doubled when using negative inference. With negative inference, the active browser finds the target, before Rover, in 52% of its searches while without negative inference, the active browser succeeds in only 24% of all targets. On targets where Base and Neg performance differs, negative inference reduces search length by eleven steps in 91.6% of the searches. In short, the active browser with negative inference and subterms finds the target before Rover twice as often as without, while reducing the speed to find the target by almost half. Plots of the active browsers performance reinforce these facts, and indicate that the improvement occurs mostly in the first 20 steps of a search, and on average, the position of the target in the suggestion box is reduced by half.
Chapter 5

5. Selective Search

In previous chapters, we have shown how the accuracy/performance of the basic active browsing paradigm can be improved by inferring negative features. Another area that can be improved is the speed of evaluating every item in the library in order to calculate the new suggestion box, a cpu intensive process which can slow down the system noticeably. In this chapter we propose a method called “selective search” that improves the response time of the active browser. Section 5.1 describes the general problem and motivation. In section 5.2, we provide an analysis of the dynamic behavior of the library during an active browsing session. These insights will best explain the idea behind the selective search method, which is described in section 5.3. Section 5.4 presents an implementation of that method. The last two sections, provide an analysis of the algorithm and areas of improvements. Experimental evaluation is presented in chapter 6.

5.1 Problem Description

Whenever the user performs an action in the browser, the active browser updates the suggestion box, i.e. its guess of the ten classes that best match the user’s search target. This process involves searching the whole library for the highest scoring items by evaluating each one against the system’s inferred template. In large libraries, the matching of the template to library items can be very time consuming and is effectively a bottleneck in the active browsing process.

The active browser is by design non-intrusive. The inference component does not require any explicit feedback or input from the user. Nonetheless, such a system can be intrusive if it disrupts the user’s normal search process. In some cases users may wait on the system’s suggestions before selecting the next browsing action. In this case, any significant delay in updating the suggestion box would be disruptive to the user. Maintaining the non-intrusive property of the active browser requires that the suggestion
box is updated without perceivable delay to the user. When the library is large, the search process can be noticeably slow and cause significant delay.

One solution to this problem is to limit the system’s search to part of the library at every update of the suggestion box. By evaluating only a fraction of the library, we effectively reduce the number of computations required and the time taken by the active browser to update the suggestion box: the fewer items evaluated, the greater the gain achieved. The resulting ordering of the suggestion box is an approximation of the case when every item is evaluated. Hence, there is a risk that this gain in speed is accompanied by a reduction in the system’s accuracy in inferring the user’s target. Our goal is to maximize the former while limiting the latter.

5.2 Dynamic behavior of Library rankings

At each iteration, when new template terms are generated from the user’s most recent browsing action, every item of the library is scored against these terms and sorted according to their score in increasing order. The active browser then displays the ten highest ranked items in the suggestion box.

Figure 5-1 Shifting of "best" items after a library update

Figure 5-1 shows the state of the suggestion box items, before and after the \( i \)th update of the suggestion box (also referred to as SB in this chapter). \( L \) is the set of items in the library and \( SB_i \), the set of items in the suggestion box at iteration \( i \). At the next
iteration \(i+1\), when the user performs an action, the system updates the score of all items in the library: \(SB_{i+1}\) is the resulting set of the ten best scored items. As a result of this "search", the shaded subset SB has shifted, i.e. the suggestion box now displays different items, or orders them differently. The overlap between \(SB_i\) and \(SB_{i+1}\) indicates that some items may stay within the suggestion box after the \((i+1)th\) iteration.

At each iteration, SB can shift in three ways. First, the suggestion box could remain unchanged. This occurs usually when the browsing search is well focused, so that new templates term are consistent with older ones, and updating the scores of all library items neither changes the set of the ten highest scoring items nor the order of the best ten. Second, the new SB can be a different set from the previous one. None of the new highest ten items appeared in the suggestion box in the previous search. This occurs when there is a dramatic shift in the user search, generally at the beginning of a search when the user is unsure. Third, most of the time, only a few items change in the SB.

At every iteration, the template can be updated in two ways. First, new terms are added to the template when the user shows interest in a new term. This can result in significant shifts in SB. Second, the weight of an existing template term is increased when the user shows renewed interest in a feature. The template is not augmented with new features, and consequently, either brings about a small shift of SB or a simple reordering of items in the suggestion box.

On the whole, due to the incremental nature of the template matching process, dramatic shifts of an item ordering (ranking on score) are few and in general SB shifts tend to be localized. In all three types of SB shifts, the ordering of the items in the subset \((L-SB)\) changes too after each iteration. Set \((L-SB)\) contains items in \(L\) not in \(SB\), where the minus sign, "-" denotes set difference.

Although elements in \((L-SB)\) are not visible to the user, they are updated so that those ranked close to the SB might show up in the suggestion box in later iterations. As well, an item can improve its ranking dramatically if the new template terms are a good match to that item’s features.

One can observe that the most work accomplished during search is updating the "invisible" items, i.e. items not appearing in the suggestion box. The subset of items
ranked lower than 10 is large and slows down the process of updating the SB. However, it is necessary to evaluate these items as they may gradually appear in SB in later iterations.

Limiting search to part of the library implies deciding which items should be evaluated at every iteration. Any solution should take into consideration the two following facts:

- most changes are localized i.e. the next best items are more probably ranked closely to the suggestion box.
- lower ranked items need to be evaluated as well, as they can appear in the SB later.

5.3 Selective Search, an abstract solution

In this section, we describe the method of selective search (search in the context of evaluating nodes in a graph, and identifying the \( n \) nodes with the highest score). The general strategy of selective search is to evaluate, at each iteration, only a subset of the graph.

In a graph containing \( n \) nodes, only \( k \) nodes are evaluated at each iteration, thus achieving a reduction in computation of a factor of roughly \( \frac{n}{k} \). One would normally expect a tradeoff between the gain in search speed and the decrease in the active browser performance, as measured by the active browser's rate of success in guessing the user's search target. In order to achieve this reduction with the least penalty on the active browser's performance, selecting the right items is critical.

5.3.1 Partial scoring

By selectively evaluating part of the library at every iteration, some items will not be evaluated on some template terms. Hence, each item \( n \) has a set of template terms \( T(n) \) which has not been evaluated yet. The partial score of item \( n \), say \( s_n \) consists of two components; \( g \) its exact score on template terms for which \( n \) has been evaluated, and \( h \), an upper bound estimate of its "score" on the remaining template terms.

\[ s_n = h_n + g_n \]
$h_n$ is computed as the sum of the weights of all template terms $n$ has not been evaluated yet. Every item in the library has the associated information: $g$, its exact score, its $h$ score and the set $T$ of templates corresponding to $h$.

The size of $T$ (number of terms in $T$) is a good indication of the uncertainty associated with the score of an item. The larger the number of unevaluated template terms, the less confidence there is in the score of an item. The uncertainty in the score of an item can be reduced by evaluating the item on some or all terms in its associated set $T$.

### 5.3.2 Uncertainty Class and ordering partially scored items

In order to generate a list of the ten highest scoring nodes, we need to define an ordering scheme for partially scored nodes.

There are two possible ways of ranking partially scored items:

1. based on partial-score: item $i$ is ranked higher than $j$ if and only if, $s_i > s_j$.
2. based on upper bound estimate $h$, using exact score $g$ to break ties.

The first option may lead to inconsistency because an item can be ranked higher than another one if it has a higher $h$-value but lower $g$-value. In other words, an item with greater uncertainty in its score can be ranked higher than one with lower score but greater confidence in the score. For instance, consider items $i$ and $j$, with $g$ value $g_i$ and $g_j$, and $h$-value of $h_i$ and $h_j$ respectively. Suppose $i$ is ranked lower than $j$. If they were sorted on partial score,

$$g_i + h_i < g_j + h_j$$

But it can be the case that,

$$g_i > g_j \text{ and } h_i << h_j$$

implying that $i$ has a higher exact score than $j$, but with lower uncertainty.

Option two is our choice for ranking partially scored items in the library. Items are sorted first on their $h$-value and second, items with the same $h$-value are sorted on their $g$-value. Thus $i$ is ranked higher than $j$ if $|T(i)| < |T(j)|$, i.e. $i$ has been evaluated on more template terms than $j$. In addition, if $i$ and $j$ have identical uncertainty i.e. $|T(i)| = |T(j)|$, $i$ is ranked higher than $j$ if and only if, $g_i > g_j$. Figure 5-2 summarizes the ranking algorithm.
let \( i, j \) partially scored items such that
\[
\begin{align*}
s_i &= g_i + h_i &\text{and} \\
s_j &= g_j + h_j
\end{align*}
\]
i is ranked higher than j iff
\[
1. \ |T(i)| < |T(j)| \quad \text{or} \\
2. \ |T(i)| = |T(j)| \quad \text{and} \quad g_i > g_j
\]

Figure 5-2 Ranking items with partial scores

Items of equal uncertainty are partitioned into uncertainty classes. We thus define an "uncertainty class" as a set of items which have not yet been evaluated on the same number of template terms. Items in an uncertainty class have identical \( T \) and \( h \) value. Each class then has an associated \( T \) and \( h \) value. According to this ranking scheme, uncertainty classes are thus sorted by their uncertainty value (size of \( T \)). A higher ranked class is one with lower uncertainty factor (the least \( h \) or least number of template terms in \( T \)). Also, within an uncertainty class, every item is ranked by their exact score, i.e. \( g \)-value. Note that an item can be ranked low (high \( h \)) but have a high exact score. These items are good candidates for future selective evaluations.

In summary, the ordering scheme for ranking partially scored items effectively generates a partitioning of the library into uncertainty sets. The top ten items in the highest ranking (least uncertainty) class are displayed in the suggestion box.

5.3.3 Class migration

When selecting items to be evaluated, we have to consider both items close to SB and lower ranked items. Low ranked items, of high uncertainty (i.e. large \( h \) value), could potentially rank higher were the uncertainty to be decreased by evaluating a subset of its template set \( T \). Evaluating an item on some term of its unevaluated template set \( T \) would move that item from one uncertainty class to a higher order one. This effect is referred to as "class migration". At each update of the suggestion box items are selected from all classes for evaluation. Suppose for example, that \( L \) is partitioned in two uncertainty classes, \( C_1 \) and \( C_2 \), as in Figure 5-3. Class \( C_1 \) is of lower uncertainty than \( C_2 \) and is ranked higher. Hence, the ten items displayed in the suggestion box are the ten best items in \( C_1 \). The shaded areas of each class represent the items selected for evaluation.
Evaluating items in $C_1$ and $C_2$ on template terms in each class' respective $T$ improves their uncertainty level and as a result, these items move from a lower order class to a higher order class. As shown in Figure 5-3, the evaluated items in $C_2$ migrate to $C_1$. In addition, evaluation of shaded items in $C_1$ would produce one new class $C_0$. This process is illustrated in Figure 5-4.

Selective evaluation on one set of template terms is performed as an iterative class migration process. Migration is effected from the class with the highest uncertainty and iteratively to the class with the lowest uncertainty. In Figure 5-4, the process starts with class $C_2$, from which items are selected and migrated to $C_1$. At the end of the first iteration, $C_2$ has reduced in size while $C_1$ is augmented with the migrating items. In the second iteration, the same process is applied to the augmented class $C_1$. However, since $C_1$ is the highest class, a new class $C_0$ is created and the migrating items are added to $C_0$. The end result is the partitioning of the library into three new classes. The number of items evaluated is the total number of items that migrated.

This process allows an item from the lowest ordered class to move up by more than one class. An item can thus migrate from $C_2$ to $C_0$ in one update of the library. This jump is achieved by successive class migrations. When selective search evaluates $k$ pairs of (node,Template-terms), the same item can be evaluated more than once in one update of the library. Clearly, the main benefit of migration is when such long jumps are realized.
This is analogous to a large shift in the rank of an item when the whole library is evaluated.

The problem with successive class migrations is that at every update a new uncertainty class is created, so the number of classes increases at every update. The goal of selective search is to reduce the amount of work in evaluating library items, but migration introduces the overhead of maintaining the class structure and migrating items from one class to another. The algorithm implemented, as described in the next section, includes a mechanism to limit the number of classes.

5.4 Selective search algorithm implementation

There are two important interdependent aspects to the selective search paradigm: the structuring of the library in partitions and the migration strategy. The partitioning of
the library also requires an ordering scheme of the partitions. The migration strategy, which directly modifies the partitioning at every iteration, describes what and how many items should be upgraded from every class.

5.4.1 Partially Scored Set

Items in the library are partitioned into sets, called Partially Scored Sets (PSS). A PSS is a structure of 3 fields:

- \( T \): is the set of pairs of template terms and their corresponding weight (+ve or -ve) for which items in that PSS have not been evaluated yet.
- \( H \): is the sum of the weights of all template terms in \( T \).
- \( \text{Item-list} \): is the ordered list of pairs of library item and its partial score, g-value.

Within each PSS, items are ordered in decreasing value of their corresponding g score. The highest ranked item in a class is the one that has accumulated the highest score on all the evaluated template terms. PSSs are ranked according to their uncertainty level, measured by the size of \( T \). Higher ranked sets have lower uncertainty factor and smaller \( T \). By thus ordering PSSs and items within PSSs, we obtain a linear ranking of the library: first by uncertainty factor and second by g-value. This two tiered ordering simplifies the process of migration.

Figure 5-5 illustrates the partitioning of the library into partially scored sets, the shaded areas representing sorted items within a PSS. In this example, the library items are partitioned into four PSSs. \( P_i \) has lower uncertainty than \( P_{i+1} \), thus items in \( P_i \) are ranked higher than items in \( P_{i+1} \). Each PSS set \( P_i \) has a corresponding unevaluated template set \( T_i \). Template terms are represented by \( t_i \).
Figure 5-5 Library partitioned into Partially Scored Sets

Let $\Delta T_i = T_i - T_{i-1}$ be the difference, in $T$, between two consecutive PSSs, $P_i$ and $P_{i-1}$. $\Delta T_2$ is the set of template terms on which items in $P_2$ have not been evaluated yet, but on which items in $P_1$ have. In order for any item in $P_2$ to move up into the next PSS $P_1$, it will have to be evaluated on template terms in $\Delta T_2$. Hence, an item from a lower PSS, $P_i$ migrates to a higher one $P_{i-1}$ by being evaluated on the template terms in $\Delta T_i$.

5.4.2 Migration Policy

Let us define the migration level for a PSS as the number of items that migrate from that set to the next higher ranked PSS. The migration policy defines for selective search the migration level for a PSS and the criteria for selecting migrating items from that PSS. In other words, for a given PSS, a migration policy answers the two following questions:

- how many items should migrate from that PSS?
which items in that PSS should migrate?

The choice of a good migration policy directly affects the performance of selective search. As discussed earlier, low ranked items should be allowed to migrate to upper classes. This can be effected by selecting a particular distribution of migration levels among the classes.

To favor lower ranked items, a “bottom heavy” strategy is needed. In this scheme, migration levels from lower classes are greater than upper classes. On the other extreme, a “top heavy” strategy would favor items in the suggestion box. Both approaches have their pros and cons, and each is appropriate in different situations. In cases where most shifts in SB are localized, the latter is favored, whereas cases in which most shifts in SB are dramatic, the former is most recommended. In this thesis, a uniform distribution is implemented: the migration level for each PSS is of equal value (uniformity is sometimes overridden by the minimum_class_size parameter which is discussed in the next section).

The items migrating from a lower ranked PSS, for example P_2, would end up in P_1 by being evaluated on ΔT_2. The best migrating candidates are clearly the items with the highest g score were they evaluated on ΔT_3. Consider two items a, b ∈ P_1, having partial scores of s_a = g_a + h_i and s_b = g_b + h_i respectively, and scores on ΔT_2 of eval(a, ΔT_2) and eval(b, ΔT_2). Then a is a better candidate for migration than b if:

\[ g_a + \text{eval}(a, \Delta T_2) > g_b + \text{eval}(b, \Delta T_2) \]

Since the idea of selective search is to avoid evaluating all items, we do not want to compute eval(a, ΔT_2). Instead, we need an estimate for g_a + eval(a, ΔT_2). The best no cost estimate is obviously g_a. This estimate does not require additional computation. Naturally, better estimates could be obtained by complex methods (e.g. probabilistic or statistical) but at additional costs. Hence, the g value of an item is the chosen criteria for determining migrating candidates in a PSS.

By sorting items in a PSS in increasing order based on their g value, higher ranked items are selected for migration from that PSS. The higher the g value of an item, the higher the probability that that item will rank favorably in the next class, due to its higher partial score.
In summary, our migration policy would specify for a given PSS, say P, in which items are sorted in increasing order of g-value, that the first n items are to be migrated, where,

\[ n = \frac{\text{total number of items to be evaluated}}{\text{number of PSSs}}. \]

5.4.3 Selective Search Algorithm

Figure 5-6 describes the selective search algorithm. L is the set of items in the library partitioned into an ordered set of PSS = \{ P_0, P_1, \ldots, P_n \}, where P_i is ranked higher than P_j if i < j. P_0 is the initial PSS in which all items are evaluated, i.e. T_0 = \{ \}. When a new set T of template terms is received, L is evaluated selectively. Migrate-list is the set of items migrating to an upper class.

The uniform migration policy is implemented as follows. The parameter k sets a target size for the number of items to evaluate. At each migrating iteration, num_classes is the number of classes left to migrate, and left_to_migrate is the number of items left to evaluate to reach the target k. The target-size, which determines the migrate-list at each iteration, is

\[ \text{target\_size} = \frac{\text{left_to_migrate}}{\text{num\_classes}} \]

Whenever the top items from the highest ordered class P_0 migrate, a new class is created (in which all items have the template set T = \{ \}, or h() = 0). Thus at every update of the library, the number of classes increases by one. To keep the number of classes under a predetermined limit, small classes are collapsed.

The minimum_class_size parameter is used to determine whether a class is small, and indirectly limits the maximum number of classes. A class is considered too small if either the size of the class is less than the migrating target size, or the size of the class after migrating the target size is less than the minimum_class_size. In both cases, all items in the class are migrated, thus, reducing the number of classes by one. The number of classes is less than \[ \frac{\text{number of items in library}}{\text{min\_class\_size}}. \] The actual maximum number of classes depends on
both \( k \) and minimum class size parameter, since \( k \) indirectly controls when a PSS collapses (through target size).

\[
\text{[initialization]}
\]
left_to_migrate = \( k \)
num_classes = sizeof ( PSS )
target-size = left_to_migrate / num_classes
migrate-list = nil

\[
\text{[update } h \text{ and } T \text{ of } P_0]\]
\( T(P_0) = \Delta T \)
h = sum of weight of template term in \( T \)

\[
\text{[start migrating iteration]}
\]
loop from \( P_n \) to \( P_0 \)

\[
\text{[add migrating items to } P_i \text{ and sort it]}
P_i = P_i + \text{migrate-list}
sort \( P_i \)
\]

\[
\text{[determine migrate-list]}
\]
if (sizeof (\( P_i \)) < target-size) OR
\[
\text{[if after migrating target size, remaining class is too small]}
((\text{sizeof (} P_i \text{)} - \text{target-size}) < \text{minimum_class_size})
\]
then
migrate-list = \( P_i \)
else
migrate-list = first ( target-size , \( P_i \) )
endif
evaluate migrate-list on \( \Delta T_i \)
\( P_i = P_i - \text{migrate-list} \)

\[
\text{[determine next target size]}
\]
num_classes = num_classes - 1
left_to_migrate = left_to_migrate - sizeof ( migrate-list )
target-size = left_to_migrate / num_classes

\[
\text{[collapse } P_i \text{ if empty]}
\]
if empty \( P_i \) then
\[
\text{[add } T_i \text{ to template list of } P_{i+1} \text{]}
T_{i+1} = T_i + T_{i+1}
\]
endif
end loop

\[
\text{[now update } P_0 \text{]}
\]
\( T(P_0') = {} \)
h(\( P_0' \)) = {}
migrate top left_to_migrate of \( P_0 \) to \( P_0' \)

Figure 5-6 Selective search algorithm
5.5 Discussion and analysis

Selective search is a tradeoff between gain in the active browser speed of updating the suggestion box and the accuracy of the system’s ranking of the suggestion box items (the more accurate that ranking, the better the inference of the active browser).

The target size parameter $k$, controls the number of evaluation per iteration. The greater the $k$ value for a given minimum_class_size, the greater the total number of items evaluated at each update, and as one would expect, the more accurate are the scores in the library and the better the active browser.

However, the actual number of items evaluated depends on both $k$ and the minimum class size parameter (mcs). A preset value of mcs may result in the number of items evaluated greater than the target $k$, when a class is too small (< mcs) and all items in that class are migrated. Thus for the same $k$ value, a greater mcs should increase active browser performance. Different settings of $(k, mcs)$ were evaluated empirically (see next chapter). For example, a setting of $(k, mcs) = (20, 8)$ produces approximately the same number of evaluations as a setting of $(10, 32)$. The first setting should produce better results granted its higher $k$-value, but the mcs-value in the second setting is greater than in the first one. The results show that the selective search strategy produces better results in the second setting than in the first. This is strong evidence that $k$ alone does not determine the active browser’s performance.

In general one would expect that with selective search the user’s search target should rank lower in the suggestion box. However, in some cases selective search may rank the target better than the normal active browser. This can be attributed to the fact that selective migration excludes “bad” candidates (those scored higher than the target in the normal active browser). Items that would score higher because of some template terms, are ranked low in a class when they are not evaluated yet on these template terms. This is illustrated in Figure 5-7. With selective search, $P_0$ and $P_1$ on right hand side, the target is ranked higher than if all items were evaluated as in $P$. Set $A$ are items in $P_1$ that were not selected to be evaluated and thus do not rank higher than the target in the selective search ranking.
5.6 Conclusion

We have introduced a new method, selective search, in which the active browser’s search through the library is limited to a selected subset of the library. As well, we presented an algorithm for which an implementation has been tested and evaluated. The experimental results are presented in the next chapter.

In this implementation a uniformly distributed migration policy was used. There is scope for further investigation in the variation of the active browser’s performance with several factors such as, the migration policy, and class ordering. For example migration levels for each class can be determined based on its h value. Also, classes were ordered per the uncertainty level (size of T) whereas weights of the terms in T may be more relevant.
Chapter 6

6. Empirical Evaluation of Selective Search

To validate the method of Selective Search, experiments similar to the evaluation of the Negative Inference method were conducted. To better gain an understanding of the Selective Search method, active browsers were configured with various degrees of selectivity and the inference performance of each version was measured. Thus, we can determine the level of selectivity which is the most effective.

6.1 Experimental Goals

The goals of this empirical evaluation were to evaluate the effectiveness of the Selective Search method by means of comparison, and to measure how much selectivity affects inference quality. Evaluation of the Selective Search effectiveness was performed in a controlled study to:

- Validate the Selective Search method: Whether Selective Search degrades the active browser's inference performance so much as to be ineffective at inferring the user search target.
- Measure how inference quality varies with selectivity: This would provide the user with a guide of how to tune the active browser for optimal performance.

6.2 Experiment Overview

The experiments were conducted in a similar experimental setting as in the evaluation of Negative Inference (Section 4.4). The Smalltalk library was again used as the application object oriented software repository. The Rover (Section 3.2), an automated search agent, was set up to "browse" through the library for a predetermined target, a class in the Smalltalk library. The active browsers evaluated are versions of Negative Active Browser that include selective search and are generally referred to as "Selective Active Browser" throughout this chapter.
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The inference performance of a version of the Selective Active Browser was measured for the whole library, by setting each of the 389 class in the library as the search target. The selective active browser's inference performance on the whole library was measured in terms of the win-loss-draw statistic (Section 3.4.1). The Selective active browser performance was then compared to the Base and the Negative active browser performance. Also, the rankings of the target by Rover and in the suggestion box were collected and used for comparing the different active browsers.

6.2.1 Experiments to measure the effects of the variation of selectivity

To study the effect of selectivity on inference performance, the above experiment was repeated several times with different degrees of selectivity, i.e. percentage of the library selected for evaluation at each update of the suggestion box. This is controlled by setting two parameters: the target migration size parameter \( k \), and the minimum class size parameter \( mcs \). The higher the \( k \) parameter, the greater the number of items evaluated. Similarly, the higher the \( mcs \) value for a given \( k \), the higher the number of evaluations. Different versions of the Selective active browser were tested by setting different values for \( k \) and \( mcs \). Each version is labeled as follows: \( \text{"sel-k-mcs"} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selective active browser</th>
<th>actual average migration per library update</th>
<th>percentage of library evaluated per library update</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sel-20-1</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>5.1 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel-20-5</td>
<td>20.96</td>
<td>5.4 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel-10-32</td>
<td>22.37</td>
<td>5.8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel-20-10</td>
<td>23.08</td>
<td>5.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel-20-40</td>
<td>34.94</td>
<td>9.0 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel-40-20</td>
<td>44.96</td>
<td>11.6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel-70-20</td>
<td>73.66</td>
<td>18.9 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sel-100-40</td>
<td>109.11</td>
<td>28.0 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6-1 Actual Average migration

Table 6-1 shows the actual average actual migration per iteration for each selective active browser. The selective active browsers are ordered in increasing order of average
amount of migration. Notice that sel-10-32 results in more migration/items evaluated than both sel-20-1 and sel-20-5.

To help understand the effect of $k$ and $mcs$, two sets of experiments were conducted.

The purpose of the first series of experiments was to study the effect of the $k$ parameter on inference performance. Because a partially-scored-set (Section 5.4.1) of size less than $mcs$ migrates completely on an iteration, the actual number migrated can be greater than $k$. The higher the $mcs$ parameter, the higher the difference between the actual number of items evaluated and $k$. However, this effect is negligible when $k >> mcs$, and the actual number migrated is approximately $k$. Various degrees of selectivity were set by selecting different $k$ values, and corresponding $mcs$ values less than $k$, $mcs < k$, so chosen as to minimize the effect of $mcs$ on the actual number of items evaluated at each update.

In the second series of experiments, our aim was to demonstrate the effect of $mcs$ on inference performance. Different versions of the selective active browser were evaluated by varying the value of the $mcs$ parameter while keeping a fixed $k$ value ($= 20$). Additionally, to show the dramatic effect $mcs$ can have on actual number of evaluations, a selective active browser with $k < mcs$, sel-10-32, was also evaluated. This version would provide useful comparison when compared to another one with higher $k$-value but with much lower $mcs$ value, i.e. sel-20-1.

6.3 Experimental Results

Figure 6-1 is a summary of wins and losses for the various versions evaluated. For comparison purposes, the data for the basic active browser, Base, and the active browser with negative inference, Neg, are also included. The different Selective Active Browsers are displayed on the x-axis in ascending order of average number of items migrated per library update, while the wins, losses and draws are displayed on the y-axis. Base position on the x-axis relative to other selective active browsers is based on win value; Base is located to the right of all active browsers with less wins and to the left of all active browsers with more wins than Base. The win total for a selective active browser represents the number of times the active browser inferred the search target before Rover.
The higher the number of wins, the better the active browser at inferring Rover’s search target. Conversely, the lower the number of losses is, the better the active browser.

6.3.1 Effect of variation of parameter $k$

Looking at the win curve, from left to right, the number of wins is monotonically increasing. Ignoring Base for now, as the percentage of the library selected for evaluation increases from sel-20-1 to sel-100-40, the number of wins increases. Beyond $k = 100$ no further increase in wins is observed. This clearly shows that selectively evaluating more than twenty-eight percent of the library does not improve the inference quality of active browsing.

This observation is significant proof of the effectiveness of the selective search method. By matching only twenty-eight percent of the library to the template, the active browser can infer the search target as often as Neg, in which all items in the library are evaluated. Effectively, at this point ($k=100$), the strategy for selecting which items to
evaluate is optimal. The selected items are actually the items that would appear in the suggestion box.

This also shows that the basic active browsing paradigm is highly inefficient. Seventy-two percent of the work in searching the library is wasted. The first twenty-eight percent effort produced the maximum active browser inference. The extra seventy-two percent does not bring any additional improvement in the inference of the active browser. In fact it turns draws into losses. One explanation for this behavior is that selective evaluation may exclude items that match “generic” features inferred into the analogue. When the analogue contains commonly occurring terms, the target may be ranked low because many items, not relevant to the search target, would match the analogue. In the Selective browser, these “noisy” items may not have been selected for evaluation and thus rank lower than in Neg. Selective search helped rank the target higher (see Section 5.5).

The curve (Figure 6-1) shows that inference performance increases with \( k \), when \( k \) is less than 100 and \( mcs \) is less than \( k \). In the experiments where these two conditions are met, as \( k \) increases the percentage of the library being evaluated increases as well (Table 6-1). The more items are evaluated, the better the “estimated” ranking of the items in the suggestion box by the active browser and the closer the inference performance is to Neg.

6.3.2 Comparison based on average ranking

The wins count provides a simple metric for comparing active browser inference performance against Rover. But when comparing active browsers to each other, other metrics are useful. According to the definition of a win, the target must be ranked tenth or higher by the active browser for five consecutive steps. However the win count is no indication of how high the target is ranked in the suggestion box. Moreover when the target ranking is greater than ten the win cannot indicate how close or far is the target to the suggestion box compared to another active browser.

Figure 6-2 plots the average rank of the target at each step. The average for step \( N \) is the ratio of the sum of the rank of active targets at step \( N \) to the number of targets still active at \( N \). The best rank is 1; the higher the average rank, the worse the system. Five different selective active browsers are displayed. The plots for Rover and Neg are added
for comparison purposes. Consistent with the win graphs (Figure 6-1), the plots show that less selectivity (i.e. evaluating more items in the library) improves the ranking of the target by the selective active browser. This translates into more wins.

Every selective active browser plot is above Neg; the ranking of the target in the suggestion box is on average worse in selective browsers than in Neg. Selective search evaluates only part of the library, thus the ranking of items in the suggestion box is at best an approximation of Neg’s suggestion box where all items are evaluated. Even sel-100-40, which has similar number of wins to Neg, does not, on average, rank the target better than Neg at any step of the search. Although selective search can produce good win performance compared to Neg, it does so at the expense of a poorer ranking of the target.

Notice that three Selective active browsers’ plots are higher than Rover; sel-20-10 and sel-10-32 before step 43 and sel-40-20 before step 26. The ranking of the target by these Selective active browsers is on average worse than Rover, in the first forty-three steps of the search for the first two, and for the first twenty-six steps for the latter. For searches during these early steps, such Selective active browsers are useless as Rover
would most likely find the target before the active browser infers it. On the other hand, plots for the other active browser are lower than that of Rover: they consistently rank the target higher than Rover. We can infer from these observations that some minimal percentage of the library needs to be selectively evaluated for the active browsers to be effective; at least more than 11.6% which is the actual percentage evaluated in \textit{sel-40-20}.

The average rank graph revealed the following:

- ranking of the target improves when more items are evaluated
- Neg ranks the target consistently higher than any selective active browser tested
- A lower bound for selectivity is around 11.6\% (\textit{sel-40-20}) as selective browsers with lower selectivity are outperformed by Rover.
Figure 6-3 displays a variation on the active search graph (Section 4.4.3). For the purpose of clarity, we plot the difference in the number of active searches between Neg and each Selective active browser. Because fewer number of active searches indicates a better active browser, a higher positive value is better for selective search; the plots are calculated relative to Neg. A positive value at any step, means more searches are active in Neg at that step than in the Selective active browser.

Again here, the ordering of the plots is consistent with that of all the graphs. The higher the number of items evaluated, the higher the curve and the better the Selective active browser. Most graphs are negative, indicating they do not infer the target as often as Neg.

On the other hand, sel-100-40 is positive between the sixth and the thirtieth step. This means that sel-100-40 completes more searches than Neg, even though on average, only a 28% of the library is evaluated at each iteration. This accounts for the higher number of wins for sel-100-40 than Neg as displayed in Figure 6-1. This supports the hypothesis that some non-win searches in Neg can be converted into win with the selective search method (Section 5.5).

6.3.3 Effect of the mcs parameter

The second set of experiments were conducted to study the effect of the mcs parameter on the inference performance of a selective active browser. Different versions of the selective active browser were evaluated with a similar k value (20) but different mcs values. As discussed earlier (Section 6.2.1), the effect of mcs is to increase the actual number of items evaluated at an update of the suggestion box to a higher number than the target k. From Table 6-1 it can be seen that for k=20 and increasing mcs from 1 to 40, the average number of evaluations increases from 20.0 to 34.94.

Considering only sel-20-x plots in Figure 6-1, it can be seen that for the same k value, by increasing the value of the mcs parameter, the number of wins increases. Figure 6-4 shows the effect of mcs on the ability of the selective active browser at finding targets.
Figure 6-4 Variation of mcs parameter

Figure 6-4 plots the difference between the number of active Rover searches and the number of active searches in the Selective active browser at a given step. The y-value for an active browser represents for a given step, the number of targets which Rover has not found yet, but which the active browser has already inferred: the higher the y-value, the smaller the number of active searches in the active browser, and the better the active browser.

From the graph, it can be seen that the higher the mcs value, the higher is the curve. The vertical gap between two plots represents the number of searches that the higher selective active browser has completed, but which the lower one has not. In other words, the higher the value of the mcs, the better is the selective active browser.
6.4 Conclusions

The empirical results clearly demonstrate the effectiveness of the selective search method in reducing the total number of evaluations for matching, with little penalty to inference quality. The results have shown that by performing only 28% of all the work during evaluation of the library items, the active browser can achieve similar results as when evaluating the whole library. This implies that the Base active browser is highly inefficient, and selective search at best can reduce the amount of work performed by an active browser by a factor of four, in order to achieve the same inference performance. However, it was found that the target ranking with selective search is on average poorer than exhaustive evaluation.

The results and graphs clearly show the effect of \( mcs \) and \( k \) on the inference performance of the selective active browser. In essence, the higher \( mcs \) or \( k \), implies that more items are evaluated (i.e. higher degree of selectivity) and thus greater probability for the selective active browser to infer the user's search target. However when both parameter vary the resulting effect may be unexpected. For instance, \( sel-10-32 \) evaluates on average 5.8% of the library while \( sel-20-1 \) evaluates 5.1%. Consequently the former wins more often than the latter although having a smaller \( k \). The effect of the \( mcs \) parameter on inference performance is greater in \( sel-10-32 \) than in \( sel-20-1 \).

Selective search is effective for \( k \) values between 40 and 100, i.e. when roughly between 12% and 28% of the library is evaluated. Between these two bounds, a selective active browser can be configured or tuned to the user's preference and depending on the size of the library. With higher selectivity better inference can be achieved.

These experiments have demonstrated the effectiveness of the selective search method, but at the same time, allowed us to understand better the intricacies of the selective search algorithm and the way it can be tuned to optimized performance. Clearly, the conclusions presented here are not definitive but suggest ideas for future research for which more extensive experiments can be devised to study various aspects of the selective search methods.
Chapter 7

7. Related Work

The rationale for our research is to promote software reuse by providing an effective software retrieval system. The problem of retrieval is discussed in section 7.1 and similar systems presented. The active browser can be classified as a personal assistant as it helps the user in the browsing activity. Section 7.2 introduces personal assistants and discusses some examples. The third and last section, emphasizes the inference aspect of active browsing, and presents Programming By Demonstrations (PBD) systems and plan recognition systems, where goal inference is central.

Active browsing is a software retrieval system as it assists users in the task of retrieving software components. Similar software retrieval systems (section 7.1.2 and 7.1.3) focused on classifying software components using indexing methods or knowledge-base methods. On the other hand active browsing relies on the intrinsic relationships of object oriented code and does not attempt to classify software artifacts in the library.

Our system monitors user actions during a browsing session and infers the user's search target. PBD systems, personal assistants and critiquing systems are similar systems that monitors user actions, and present suggestions to the user. However these systems differ on the format of the suggestion they provide and the aspect of the user-system interaction for which assistance is provided. Plan recognition systems, likewise, infer the user's intent from user actions but the result of the inference is the user's plan.

7.1 Reuse systems

Although there is a great diversity in the software engineering technologies that involve some form of reuse, there is a commonality among the techniques used. Four dimensions are mentioned in [Biggerstaff and Richter, 87]: abstracting, selecting, specializing and integrating. The focus of this chapter is on the selection dimension.
7.1.1 The Selection problem in software reuse systems

Among the truisms that [Krueger, 92] found as being difficult to achieve in practice is "To reuse a software artifact effectively, you must be able to "find it" faster than you could "build it"." (p. 143).

Traditional approaches to software retrieval fall into two complementary categories: high-level classification techniques, which emphasize retrieval by software category, and low-level cross-reference tools, which facilitate various kinds of browsing at the code level. High-level classification can follow basically two approaches. The classification can be extracted from the component itself (code, documentation) using semi-automatic indexing methods. Or, on the other hand, a knowledge based classification scheme can be implemented using information about the components that lies outside of them.

7.1.2 Retrieval by Automatic Indexing methods

This approach extracts information from the natural-language documentation of the software components. The goal of this approach is to characterize each component by a set of indices that are automatically extracted from its natural language description. Several systems have implemented this approach.

[Fraser et al., 89] proposes a system where keywords are automatically extracted from the documentation of every component. They are extracted from the "comments" for each method in the Smalltalk library. Common English terms are removed and remaining words form a set of keywords. Queries can be formed by combining the keywords using logical connectives.

Similarly, [Matwin and Ahmad, 94] constructed a reuse system by extracting indices from program comments of a linear algebra library of modules not designed for reusability. Names of concepts, which are the basis of the application library domain model, are acquired by AZTEC, a natural language parser. REMIND, a Case Based Reasoning (CBR) shell is used to create a case library incorporating this domain knowledge.
[Frakes and Nejmeh, 87] uses an existing Information Retrieval system, CATALOG, for storing and retrieving C software components. Each component is characterized by a set of single-term indices that are automatically extracted from the headers of C programs.

[Maarek et al., 91] automatically extract indices, through a more complex analysis of text, in the form of lexical affinities. In linguistics, a lexical affinity is the relationship between two words, and represents the correlation of their appearance in a phrase. The indexed objects are assembled into a browsing hierarchy using a “hierarchical clustering” technique which draws information exclusively from the lexical affinities. This approach has been implemented in the Guru system to organize an AIX utilities library. In [Helm & Maarek, 91] the same technique has been applied to an object-oriented class library.

The automatic extraction of classification information presents advantages in cost, transportability and scalability, but can’t substitute for meaning. Such approaches do not use any semantic knowledge and do not intend to understand the documentation or the source code. However much information can be obtained from browsing the data and control flow graphs of software components. This approach is used extensively in object oriented programming [Deutsch, 89; Liskov, 87]. The code analysis approach is also adopted in CAESAR [Fouqué and Matwin, 92], which uses the CBR approach as in [Matwin and Ahmad, 94]. In CAESAR, cases consist of C source code and program specifications.

### 7.1.3 Knowledge based approach to software retrieval

A key feature of knowledge based retrieval systems is that it draws semantic information about software components from a human expert. This approach requires domain analysis and a great deal of pre-encoded, manually provided semantic information.

Prieto-Diaz’s classification scheme [Prieto-Diaz, 91], is based on library science. He proposes a set of six facets, three related to the functionality of the component and three related to its environment. The different values a facet can have are called terms. Each component is characterized by a six-tuple of terms. To classify a component, a value for each term must be given. Search in the reusable library is accomplished by formulating
a query with six terms. The conceptual graph that organizes domain concepts represents manually encoded knowledge about the domain.

AIRS [Wong, 92] is an example of a semantic-net-based software retrieval system, that supports incremental search by using the version space search strategy. Incremental search is a type of query refinement in which search constraints are added incrementally to eliminate search candidates. AIRS uses the concept of subsumption to organize software descriptions into a generalization/subsumption hierarchy. It uses a heuristic retrieval algorithm based on a numerical conceptual distance measure which the user has to specify.

LaSSIE [Devanbu et al., 91] is a frame-based knowledge representation. Software components are described in terms of the operations they perform. Each operation is described by giving its actor, object, recipient, agent, environment, and so on. These relationships are coded in a specialized knowledge representation system which classifies them into a conceptual hierarchy. The four principal objects are OBJECT, ACTION, DOER, and STATE. Nodes below DOER and OBJECT represent the architectural components of the system. Nodes below ACTION represent the system's functional components. The relationship between the two system components is captured by various slot-filler relationships between ACTIONs, OBJECTs and DOERs. This taxonomic hierarchy ensures that components are properly organized and categorized. The taxonomy can also be useful in query formulation and reformulation. When querying the database, if there are no answers or if there are too many answers, the hierarchy can be used to specialize, generalize, or look for alternatives for an appropriate portion of the query; modify this portion and query again. LaSSIE incorporates a natural-language interface which uses a list of compatibility tuples to parse the input. Compatibility tuples, which indicate plausible associations among objects, are obtained from the frame-like knowledge representation mechanism used by LaSSIE.

CODEFINDER [Henninger, 93] uses retrieval by reformulation. The system uses an associative spreading activation through a graph of keywords and library items in which the arcs represent mutual association. Items with the highest activations and keywords activated during the process are both returned. These same keywords can then be used by
the user to modify his query. The incremental form of query modification is similar to the notion of browsing.

While automatic indexing is more suited to design documentation and the knowledge based approach to source code, [Fernandez-Chamizo et al., 93] proposes a hybrid approach to software retrieval to maximize the advantages of both methods. The class library documentation constitutes the document database. Maarek’s method is used to characterize each document by detecting lexical affinities. A simplified version of Prieto-Diaz’s faceted classification scheme is used to characterize the software components. This classification is constructed by a deep analysis of the source code of the components.

All these knowledge based systems represent knowledge in frame-like structures around the functions of the components. Using a pre-established model of the domain, components are characterized manually in a more or less subjective process. As the libraries grow much effort is required to index new components and to maintain the integrity of the indexing system. For example in GRANT [Cohen and Kjeldsen, 87], an expert system for finding funding sources given research proposals, the knowledge base is a semantic network of research topics representing the research interests of 700 funding agencies. Roughly four person-months of effort, with the help of an expert funding adviser, were required to build GRANT’s 4,500 node, 700-agency network.

Similar to the above systems, active browsing aims at assisting the user in the task of software retrieval. However active browsing makes use of the intrinsic relationships of object oriented software libraries and the code browsers in-built mechanisms for navigating such relationships. As new code is created they are automatically added to the library. On the other hand the KB approach requires constant maintenance of the library as new software components are added to the library.

7.1.4 Other Approaches

All automated software retrieval systems presented so far are based on text-retrieval methods. However, software is different from text in that it is executable. [Podgurski & Pierce, 93] proposed a new method for automated retrieval of software
components, called behavior sampling, that exploits this distinctive property. Behavior sampling identifies relevant routines by executing candidates that match a given set of inputs (supplied by the user) and by comparing their output to the output provided by the user. One difficulty with the method is the problem of determining the output of a component. In some applications this may be difficult to measure, e.g. output of a compiler. Moreover, this method is not applicable to non-executable software components such as design and documentation.

7.1.5 Browsing as a method of locating software

The type of the dialogue between the system and the user is as important (if not more) as the type of retrieval mechanism the system uses. In our systems, browsing is one form of interaction between the library and the user.

Browsing is more applicable for software libraries than for other kinds of libraries, since there rarely exists a component perfectly matching a user’s query. This is particularly true when there is no good goal definition. Maarek agrees that browsing is helpful even in text-retrieval systems: “Browsing allows the user to discover unanticipated opportunities for reuse...” [Maarek et al., 91] (p. 800).

Hypertext systems are based on the browsing paradigm. Kiosk [Creech et al., 91] is a prototype that uses hypertext to enhance the process of component selection. Kiosk consists of a set of tools that can create, browse, and modify nodes and links in a software library. Kiosk uses graphical views of the library that help the user to better understand the contents of the libraries, hence more effectively selecting workproducts. Although the structural view of the library was found to aid searching, nonetheless, it was found that when first searching the library users get lost in the hypertext web.

The benefit of browsing is further shown in a study by [Egan et al., 89] in which students using a statistic textbook via a hypertext interface, perform better in a test than students using conventional printed text. The hypertext browser used is Superbook [Remde et al., 87]. It takes as input one or more existing documents in a standard text formatting language and presents the text in a multiwindow display with search and navigation enhancements. “SAM” [Perlman, 87] and the “Document Examiner” [Walker,
87] are similar browsing systems. Browsing is particularly suited to object oriented languages. Control flow graphs are browsable through intrinsic class relationships. Standard code browsers provide such functionalities through automatic cross referencing of source code identifiers. Contrary to the KB approach the indexing of class items is simple. However users require assistance during browsing to avoid getting lost.

7.2 Personal assistants

Our system learns automatically all its information by monitoring the user's browsing actions. In Machine Learning, such a system is called a learning apprentice. [Mitchell et al., 85] define the characteristics of Learning apprentices as "the class of knowledge-based consultants that directly assimilate new knowledge by observing and analyzing the problem solving steps contributed by their normal use of the system" (p. 573). The system can provide assistance to the user in different ways: by predicting the user's next action, by adapting its response to the user's specific needs and experience, or by critiquing or correcting the user's input or activity.

A common feature systems discussed in this section is that they receive feedback from the user indicating the correctness of their predictions. Although in some cases, such as Eager [Cypher, 91], the form of the feedback may be minimal, it is still intrusive and distracts the user from the task at hand.

7.2.1 Predictive Interfaces

[Maes and Kozierok, 93] identifies three learning opportunities for a software agent: observing the user's action and imitating them, receiving user feedback upon error, and incorporating explicit training by the user. This framework is applied in simple learning apprentices such as a meeting scheduler [Kozierok and Maes, 93] and a personalized news system [Sheth and Maes, 93].

A semi-intelligent agent assists the user in the task of scheduling meetings. The agent uses simple but powerful learning techniques: Memory-based learning and Reinforcement Learning. This is similar in form to the work by [Dent et al., 92] except different learning methods are used. In both cases the systems predict additional features
of the meeting from those a user has already entered. Maes’s system can also autonomously set up meetings by interacting with calendar programs of other attendees. In further work by Maes [Sheh and Maes, 93], personalized agents perform information filtering and suggest USENET news articles that might be of interest to the user. Agents that are successful in predicting items of interest to the user are assigned a higher fitness value and a form of artificial evolution is used to improve overall performance.

[Schlimmer and Hermens, 93] describes an interactive note-taking system for pen-based computers to speed up information entry and reduce user errors. The system actively predicts what the user is going to write and automatically constructs a custom graphical interface at the user’s request. As in the above systems, a machine learning component characterizes the syntax and semantics of the user’s information and this learned information is used to generate completion strings.

Feedback is crucial to the operation of these systems. Feedback provides new, highly informative data that can be used to improve the agent’s subsequent predictions. In the news reading application, the user indicates immediately whether the articles retrieved are relevant or not. In Maes’ meeting scheduler, the agent learns by reinforcement learning, relying on direct user’s feedback.

These systems are similar to active browsing in that they draw inferences by monitoring user actions. However these systems do not necessarily infer the user’s goal. Most personal assistants assist the user by predicting the user’s next action or input. In contrast, in our system, the “learning agent” suggests to the user the object believed to be the user’s search goal. In addition active browsing does not require user feedback to improve the system’s inference.

7.2.2 Intelligent Interfaces that adapt to a specific user

Adaptive interfaces concentrate largely on adapting to the user in order to minimize user error, minimize the need for the user to request help, or speed up the process by anticipating the user’s needs. The learning agent get its input from user interaction with the system, but contrary to predictive systems, the result of the agent’s inference is to build a user model. The user model is a profile of the user, based on which
the agent provides more appropriate responses. The two approaches discussed here apply user modeling to information retrieval.

ARGOS [Bueanaga et al., 92] enhances the UNIX help system by building a user model so as to customize help to the user. ARGOS makes use of existing UNIX man pages and facilitates the access of the user to the right information at the right time. UNIX man pages are classified based on Maarek's lexical affinities. The User Model, UM, component of ARGOS holds general information about the user: his previous queries, and lists of relevant and irrelevant documents. The UM tries to guess the user's interests in order to modify the subsequent searches or to make corrections to the output of the information retrieval component. Information about the user is added incrementally by means of interaction with the user. Similar to Selective Search, the UM focuses the search using short term memory of the user's interest. However, the user can reset search or interest by use of a reset button.

[Jennings and Higuchi, 93]'s personal USENET news service proposes a user model for browsing, where the user is uncertain of exactly which information he desires. Contrary to ARGOS, the user model is built from session to session to accumulate a long term user model. The user model, a neural network that can be constructed incrementally, attempts to model the user's interests in terms of words and their frequency of appearance in articles the user reads. Retrieval is by spreading activation in the user model network. Articles are ranked by the sum of the energy of all active nodes in the user model. HYPERFLEX [Kaplan et al., 93], is another example of an adaptive system that learns user's preferences captured in associative matrices and recommends hypertextual information to users.

Maintaining a user model over the long term may be appropriate in the news service application. What the agent learns about the user would normally hold over many use sessions. In the retrieval task of software reuse, users typically solve different problems at different sessions. In our browsing model the interest of the user can shift completely from one session to another. Thus there is no need to build a long term model of the user.
In general adaptive systems are similar to ours in that no feedback is required from the user to validate the user model. Asking users to provide relevance feedback for particular features can be useful when it is unclear how to infer these features ratings from more general ratings, or when users are willing and able to do extra work involved in providing detailed relevance feedback. In personal assistants, it provides more reliable feedback than automatic learning. For instance, in information retrieval systems, it is demonstrated that relevance feedback provide significant increases in performance[Haines and Croft, 93; Turtle and Croft, 90]. [Belew, 89]'s Adaptive Information Retrieval (AIR) system requires users to rate explicitly documents suggested by the system. AIR uses feedback to slightly alter the representation of the documents, so that the system can learn from experience.

However, relevance feedback requires some extra effort on the part of the user. Asking users to provide relevance feedback increases the cognitive load on the user and may distract the user on the task at hand. The use of feedback can be perceived as a design trade-off between accuracy and the intrusiveness of the system. Moreover, “In some cases users cannot provide detailed relevance feedback... the users may not be aware of all the features that influence their preferences ....” [Kaplan et al., 93] (p. 200).

In contrast, [Kok and Botman, 88]'s Active Data Base makes inferences about users' preferences without requiring users to use a rating scale. The system infers similar car attributes from the choices users make when shown a list of automobiles. The inference is used to show users cars with similar attributes. This is perfectly non-intrusive: users are asked to behave in much the same way they would if shopping for a car.

7.2.3 Critiquing

Another approach to provide intelligent assistance is “Critics”. Critiquing is a way to present a reasoned opinion about a product or action. Although most critics make suggestions on how to improve the product, the core task of critics is the recognition of deficiencies in a product and communication of those observations to users. Critiquing is an effective approach to make use of knowledge bases (KB) to aid users in their work and to support learning.
JANUS [Fischer and Giergensohn, 90; Fischer et al., 90] is a design environment based on the critiquing approach that allows designers to design residential kitchen. JANUS contains knowledge about how to distinguish "good" and "bad" designs, and can explain that knowledge. Critics in JANUS apply this design knowledge to critique the designer's partial solutions. Interestingly, JANUS can critique bad examples, thus allowing users to learn from negative examples.

Critics are also a major component of Terveen's collaborative manipulation [Terveen et al., 91], an approach to cooperative system design. In this context, the HITS Knowledge Editor, or HKE, tool was developed to assist users in the task of knowledge editing - the design, entry, viewing, and modification of structures in a KB. In HKE, critics examine the state of partially designed structures in a "workspace" and provides three types of assistance: infer required information not specified by the user, detect inconsistencies between information provided by the user and information in the KB, and suggest additional representational issues for users to consider. Studies showed that knowledge editing expertise embodied in HKE facilitated the performance of novice users.

The critic approach is attractive in that it has generality across a wide range of domains. [Fischer et al., 90 ] provides an overview of critiquing systems and describes a few successful commercial applications developed for such varied domains.

Although most critics make suggestions on how to improve the product, critics do not necessarily solve problems for users. Their main task is the recognizing deficiencies and communicating them to the users. On the other hand in the browsing task, our goal is not to teach the user how to find the target, but to actually identify it. As such, teaching the user how to browse better would not help him/her to find the target. However this can be achieved by familiarizing the user with the library semantics and structure.

Similar to active browsing, critics monitor user interactions with the system and present advice to users. However the critiquing approach is highly intrusive, involving an active interaction between the user and the critic. The user is required to provide inputs or feedback on the critic inferences by providing inputs, which are outside the normal interaction with the system. Furthermore various aspects of the interaction between the user and the system makes determining an non-intrusive format for presenting advice a
complex problem. In active browsing this problem is reduced to the simple task of rank ordering a list of suggestions.

7.2.4 Programming by Demonstrations

Programming by Demonstration is a method that allows end users to create, customize, and extend programs by demonstrating what the program should do [Cypher, 90]. Contrary to “Personal assistants” where the assistant acts as a teacher, PBD systems learn from the user’s actions and make generalizations about high-level events, allowing them to automate complex tasks or take over the user’s activity.

User feedback serves to let the user verify the system’s inferences, and to obtain guidance from the user as to the salient features of the example over which to generalize. Similar to personal assistants, user feedback is an essential feature of PBD systems. This feedback may take many forms: e.g. in Peridot [Myers, 90] and Metamouse [Maulsby and Witten, 89], the system queries the user about every inference and requires Yes/No responses.

In general, most PBD systems generalize across multiple examples. While negative examples have been very useful in machine learning, they are problematic for demonstrations. It is difficult to demonstrate, for instance, that an object was selected because it is not red. TELS [Mo, 89] and Eager [Cypher, 91] make use of negative examples in a very limited way: these systems make predictions, and if the user rejects the prediction, they treat the prediction as a negative example. However this approach requires user’s feedback and hence is intrusive.

In [Witten, 81]’s Predictive Calculator, the system infers iterative computations from an initial sequence of keys. It predicts the next key sequence by the systematic processing of a “history list” of previous interactions. The systems rely on user’s feedback to correct its predictions. For the next iteration, the system displays its guess but gives the user the choice to accept or reject. The Reactive Keyboard [Darragh and Witten, 92], a device designed to accelerate typewritten communication with a computer by predicting the user’s next key, is based on the same idea of a history list.
A demonstrational interface with inductive inference capabilities - EDWARD [Bos, 92] is an action-inferring interface that predicts future actions based on the actions the user performs in a file manager. It generalizes over arguments and results and detects patterns on the basis of a small sequence of user actions. EDWARD constantly monitors the user’s actions and signals when it finds a repetition of actions. Similar to Eager, EDWARD’s goal is to minimize intrusion of the user’s actions. It uses a little icon to point at the item on which the next anticipated action is inferred.

Similar to PBD systems the active browser learns from the user browsing actions and tries to guess the user’s search target. However a few essential differences exist between our system and PBD in general. Most PBDs predict the user next action but the active browser predicts the user’s search target rather than the user’s next browsing actions. Another difference is the use of user feedback to confirm the system’s inference. Requiring user feedback in PBDs is intrusive and disrupts the user in the problem solving task. Active browsing makes use of the normal browser action and does not request user feedback in its inference.

7.3 Plan recognition systems

Plan recognition is the technique of inferring a user’s plan from a given input, usually the user’s actions. Researchers believe that plan recognition is an important issue in Human-Computer Interaction, and argue that plan inference is both useful and feasible in certain conditions.

[Goodman & Litman, 90], [Inoue and Nagata, 84] believe that by interpreting a user’s actions with respect to a model of possible plans and goals, the interface is better able to provide a more intelligent class of system responses. The intelligent behavior can take several forms. In Planet [Quast, 93], the system provides relevant help topics in EXCEL (Microsoft spreadsheet application). CHECS [Goodman and Litman, 90] is a Chemical Engineering CAD system that provides intelligent assistance in support tasks such as advice generation, task completion, context sensitive responses, and error detection and recovery. CHECS uses [Kautz, 87] plan recognition algorithm, one of the first to formally define plan recognition. [Inoue & Nagata, 84] propose an algorithm for
recognizing the plan of the user from sequences of the MS-DOS command lines. User adaptation as in [Hook et al., 93] give as an example the configuration of interactive systems to suit specific needs of specific users. The EUROHELP [Breuer et al., 87] project adopts the "buggy-model" approach, where no plan construction takes place. This approach bears the most similarity to active browsing. The system monitors the user's actions, constantly trying to infer the user's goal. The sequence of user actions is matched against the system's library of plans (correct, incorrect and non-optimal) in order to find one that fits.

Plan recognition is more versatile than active browsing as plans can be expressed for various domains. However as with knowledge based systems, the design of the library of plans is a major factor to the inference performance of a plan recognition system. A major design problem with plan recognition systems is library coverage. [Cohen et al., 90; Cohen and Spencer, 93] acknowledge that correctly specifying plan libraries is difficult. [McCalla et al., 92] propose a case-based approach to solve the coverage problem. Instead of matching models directly, patterns of previous model instantiations are matched against a case library.

This implies that such systems cannot be expected to infer all possible user goals, unlike in active browsing, where the user's goal is any library item which can be inferred by the active browser. Researchers [Goodman and Litman, 90] agree that plan recognition systems have little to say about the recognition of novel plans.
Chapter 8

8. Conclusions

This thesis has presented the methods of negative inference and selective search as ways of improving the speed and accuracy of active browsing. This should encourage reuse by reducing the problem of locating software in extensive libraries. Section 8.1 presents the conclusions drawn from this research. Section 8.2 discusses the limitations of our approach and the specific implementation, and also proposes ideas about how these limitations might be overcome. Section 8.3 identifies areas where selective search and negative inference can be extended and improved. Finally section 8.4 outlines the principal directions for continuing this research in the future.

8.1 Summary

In this thesis we have demonstrated that negative features can be inferred even when the user does not explicitly indicate that an item is not interesting. We identified basic conditions sufficient to make such inference with reasonable confidence and designed inference rules to implement negative inference in active browsing. We have also shown that a dramatic improvement of the active browser's performance can be obtained by 1) adding finer-grained features, in the form of subterms, to the system's representation of the search target, and 2) adding negative inference rules to the inference system. The active browser thus obtained is twice as effective at identifying the user's search target as the original, and it ranks the target much more accurately at all stages of the search. More importantly, this gain is achieved while keeping the active browser unobtrusive and at no additional cost to the user since there is no change in the active browser interface.

Selective search was added to the active browsing system to speed up the matching process. We have shown that selective search can save considerable time with little loss in inference performance. Empirical results have shown that selective search can achieve similar inference performance as exhaustive search when evaluating roughly a quarter of the library. It was also observed that when evaluating less than one-eighth of the library
active browsing is ineffective at inferring the search target. It should be noted that these values pertained to the particular software library on which the system was tested.

8.2 Limitations

The results and conclusions presented in this thesis were obtained in experiments using an automated search agent. There is no doubt that the active browser should be tested in real-life situation with human users. Conducting large scale experiments involving human users was considered impractical given the scope of this thesis. However the search strategy adopted for the automated search agent is not unreasonable. In a limited study of real-life usage[Drummond et al., 96], it was found that some human users follow similar search strategy. 

The inference rules are not generic, they are very specific and dependent on the browser interface. The negative inference rule identifies a particular user search pattern and would only generate negative features for users that follow this pattern. But in this browser this pattern is quite a good one, and is used by human users quite effectively. Moreover in some cases the performance gain of negative inference may not be realized. Empirical results shows that in few cases the Base active browser finds the search target faster than the negative active browser by a couple of steps. However this only happened rarely.

Selective search is a time saving process. One key factor to the efficiency of selective search is the low overhead of the selective search process. However this requires the partial score and the ordering of all items in the library to be maintained in memory. This puts a limit to the size of the library that can be managed internally by selective search. However the memory overhead for selective search is minimal as only the scores are saved.

8.3 Extending Selective search and Negative inference

In our implementation of selective search, we used a migration policy in which the same number of items migrate per partially scored set (PSS). This migration strategy does not make use of any knowledge about the PSS. A better method would be to assign
different migration levels to different PSS's based on a measure of which PSS is the "best" candidate for migration. The "best" PSS could be determined by the g-values and h-values of its items.

The sum of unscored template predicates (h-value) of a PSS can be used to assess the suitability of a PSS for migration. For example, consider three consecutive PSS's, p1, p2 and p3, where p1 has the most template terms evaluated (lowest uncertainty). A greater difference of h-value between consecutive PSS's indicates a greater potential to obtain high scores after migration. If the difference in h-value between p1 and p2 is higher than that between p2 and p3, then more items from p2 could migrate into p1 than p3 into p2.

Another alternative is to use the exact score of partially evaluated items (g-value). The g-value of the last item in a PSS can function as a threshold for determining which items from the lower PSS can migrate. Items in the lower PSS having a higher g-value than the last one in a PSS have scored higher on less templates evaluated. After migration to the next higher PSS they will invariably rank higher than the last item in the higher PSS.

The method of negative inference includes pruning the analogue subterm predicates on negative analogue predicates, but matching uses only positive features. In essence, negative inference is used to refine the analogue. The matching process could be made richer and more effective if negative scores were assigned to items containing negative inferred predicates. This may result in faster and more informative search, although with the added overhead of scoring on more template predicates.

The method of inferring negative features can be extended to other user browsing actions or patterns. We identified a user search pattern where negative inference can be applied. In this pattern the user selects items from a list and applies a specific operator on the selected items. Other such patterns or two stage operators could be identified by studying users of the browsing interface in real-life situations.
8.4 Future Work

In the short term, the main work is to refine the selective search and negative inference methods as described in the previous section. Improvements could be tested with the existing automated search agent. Another approach is to select a few human subjects as search agents and evaluate the active browser in real-life use. As was suggested in section 6.4, the selectivity of an active browser can be tuned while the browsing session is in progress. Extensive experiments and analysis is required to determine the optimal selectivity at various points in the search.

Although the development of selective search was motivated by active browsing, we can easily see applications of selective search to general search problems. Applications such as library database search and world wide web browsing are good candidates for selective search and active browsing. The size of the library database and the growth of the web makes searching a long process. The user interface or browsing interface should provide diverse opportunities for enhancing goal inference. For example in web browsers users can keep bookmarks of interesting web pages. The bookmarks can be used to initialize the analogue at the start of a browsing session or to increase the bias on analogue terms that match bookmarked items.

Selective search is conceptually similar to a constrained spreading activation search in graphs. By generalizing selective search to search problems where spreading activation is used, the applicability of selective search can be extended to other domains. One can easily imagine numerous cpu intensive applications that would benefit from selective search.
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Appendix A: Analogue Inference Rules

;;; Browsing action predicate
;;; (literalize Browsing-action cur-node-type cur-node-name op pr-node pr-op cf)

;;; analogue predicates
;;; (literalize InterestedIn type name new cf)
;;; (literalize NotInterestedIn type name new cf)
;;; (literalize ChildrenOf Class name new cf)
;;; (literalize SiblingOf class pr-node name new cf)
;;; (literalize AClassInh name)
;;; (literalize tried sel name scale)

;;; Analogue updating rules

(p rule1
  {Incoming-Ba>
   (Browsing-action ^cur-node-type class ^cur-node-name <cur-name> ^pr-node <name> ^pr-op sub))
   (child>
   (ChildrenOf ^Class class ^name <name> ^new old ^cf <cf>))
   (InterestedIn ^type class ^name <cur-name>)
   -->
   (remove <Incoming-Ba>)
   (make AclassInh ^name <name>)
   (make InterestedIn ^type class ^name <cur-name> ^new new ^cf 0.01)
   (make ChildrenOf ^Class class ^name <name> ^new new ^cf <cf>))

(p rule2
  {Incoming-Ba>
   (Browsing-action ^cur-node-type class ^cur-node-name <cur-name>))
   -->
   (remove <Incoming-Ba>)
   (make InterestedIn ^type class ^name <cur-name> ^new new ^cf 0.01))

(p rule3
  {Incoming-Ba>
   (Browsing-action ^cur-node-type class ^cur-node-name <cur-name> ^pr-node <name> ^pr-op sub))
   (ChildrenOf ^Class class ^name <name>))
   -->
   (remove <Incoming-Ba>)
   (make InterestedIn ^type class ^name <cur-name> ^new new ^cf 0.01)
   (make ChildrenOf ^Class class ^name <name> ^new new ^cf 0.02))

(p rule4
[<Incoming-Ba>]
(Browsing-action ^cur-node-type class ^cur-node-name <cur-name> ^op sub ^pr-node <name> ^pr-op sup))
[<Int-factor>
  (InterestedIn ^type class ^name <name> ^new old ^cf <cf>)]
  -->
  (remove <Incoming-Ba>)
  (make InterestedIn ^type class ^name <cur-name> ^new new ^cf 0.01)
  (make SiblingOf
    ^Class class ^pr-node <name> ^name <cur-name> ^new new ^cf <cf>))

(p rule5
  [<Incoming-Ba>]
  (Browsing-action ^cur-node-type class ^cur-node-name <cur-name> ^op <op> ^pr-node <name> ^pr-op sub))
  [<sibling>
    (SiblingOf ^Class class ^pr-node <pname> ^name <name> ^new old ^cf <cf>)]
    -->
    (remove <Incoming-Ba>)
    (make AclassIni ^name <name>)
    (make InterestedIn ^type class ^name <cur-name> ^new new ^cf 0.01)
    (make
      SiblingOf ^Class class ^pr-node <pname> ^name <name> ^new new ^cf <cf>))

(p rule6
  [<Incoming-Ba>]
  (Browsing-action ^cur-node-type class-type ^cur-node-name <cur-name> ^op SimClu))
  -->
  (remove <Incoming-Ba>)
  (make tried ^sel SimClu ^name <cur-name> ^scale 0.5))

(p rule7
  [<Incoming-Ba>]
  (Browsing-action ^cur-node-type class-type ^cur-node-name <cur-name> ^op SimNamClu))
  -->
  (remove <Incoming-Ba>)
  (make tried ^sel SimNamClu ^name <cur-name> ^scale 0.5))

(p rule8
  [<Incoming-Ba>]
  (Browsing-action ^cur-node-type method ^cur-node-name <mname>
    ^op << mark ImpClass source expansion selection >> ^pr-node <name>))
  -->
  (remove <Incoming-Ba>)
  (make InterestedIn ^type method
    ^name <mname>
    ^new new
    ^cf 0.01)
  (make InterestedIn
    ^type class ^name <name> ^new new
    ^cf 0.005))

(p rule9
  [<Incoming-Ba>]
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Appendix B: Rules mapping analogue to template

:::
::: template predicate
:::
(literalize Template type name new scale cf time weight)

:::
::: Rules for mapping analogue predicates to template predicates
:::

(p Template-class
 (subtask ^name makeTemplate)
 (InterestedIn ^type class ^name <name> ^cf <cf>)
 -->
 (make Template ^type excludeClass ^name <name> ^scale 1.0 ^cf <cf>
 ^time curr ^new new ^weight (compute 1.0 * <cf>))
 (make Template ^type className ^name <name> ^scale 0.5 ^cf <cf>
 ^time curr ^new new ^weight (compute 0.5 * <cf>)))

(p Template-method
 (subtask ^name makeTemplate)
 (InterestedIn ^type method ^name <name> ^cf <cf>)
 -->
 (make Template ^type impMeths ^name <name> ^scale 0.5 ^cf <cf>
 ^time curr ^new new ^weight (compute 0.5 * <cf>)))

(p Template-method-subterm
 (subtask ^name makeTemplate)
 (InterestedIn ^type subterm ^name <name> ^cf <cf>)
 -->
 (make Template ^type subterm ^name <name> ^scale 0.5 ^cf <cf>
 ^time curr ^new new ^weight (compute 0.5 * <cf>)))

(p Template-classInhA1
 (subtask ^name makeTemplate)
 (ChildrenOf ^name <name> ^class <class> ^cf <cf>)
 (AclassInh ^name <name>)
 -->
 (make Template ^type classInh ^name <name> ^scale 2.0 ^cf <cf>
 ^time curr ^new new ^weight (compute 2.0 * <cf>)))

(p Template-classInhB1
 (subtask ^name makeTemplate)
 (SiblingOf ^pr-node <name> ^name <name> ^class <class> ^cf <cf>)
 (AclassInh ^name <name>)
 -->
 (make Template ^type classInh ^name <name> ^scale 2.0 ^cf <cf>
 ^time curr ^new new ^weight (compute 2.0 * <cf>)))

(p rem-dup-temp
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(subtask ^name makeTemplate)
{<new>
  (Template ^type classInh ^name <name>
    ^time curr ^scale <scale> ^cf <newcf> ^weight <newweight> ^new new})
{<old>
  (Template ^type classInh ^name <name>
    ^time curr ^scale <scale> ^cf <olddf> ^weight <oweight> ^new old)}
->
(remove <new>)
(modify <old>
  ^cf (compute <olddf> + ((1 - <olddf>) * <newcf>))
  ^weight (compute <scale> * (cf <olddf> + ((1 - <olddf>) * <newcf>))))}

;;; this rule updates the confidence factor of two similar template predicate
(p mod-dup-temp
 (subtask ^name makeTemplate)
 {<new>
  (Template ^type classInh ^name <name> ^time curr
    ^scale <scale> ^cf <cf> ^weight <weight> ^new new})
 - (Template ^type classInh ^name <name> ^time curr
    ^scale <scale> ^cf <cf> ^weight <weight> ^new old)}
->
(modify <new> ^new old))